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In November 1818 Keats~ who had suffered.an 
· 1nreriorit.y complex in his relationship with· women, met 
Fanny Brawne and immediately fell in love with her. This 
love was the. catalyst necessary for The Eve or s·t. Agn~s 
in February and·probably was largely res~onsible for the ~ 
' 
lull in his creativity in March and April. When Keats and 
F' __ anny were both living at Wentworth Place, the poet was in 
-· 
,\ . a tranquil enough state to have the incredible flow of 
... . 
poetry come in the fertile weeks of May and June. Yet, at 
the same time Keats was happily in love and creating the 
odes, heh also feared that love was destroying him by taking 
away his freedom. As a result, he underwent a self-imposed 
exile from Fanny by spending July, August and September on 
the Isle of Wight, where he hoped to return to the writing 
of a major poem. He missed Fanny greatly and felt the pangs 
of love t-0 the point that h~ recognized his freedom from 
the girl could no longer be. In October, he returned to 
Wentworth Place and became engaged. ,Only increasing tuber~ 
culosis and financial woes kept him from writing more.· The c 
, . 
· love continued to grow and give Keats pain as well as plea-
sure. The pain by then stemmed from his knowledge that he 
,_ . 
,.') 
could never mar·ry the gir--1 he loved and thus gain mortal 
peace. 
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The conclusion which must be drawn about this 
attair .1s that ·Fanny was primarily a good influence on 
Keats as a man and as a.poet. While she sometimes caused 
him great pain, she served as the catalyst necessary for 
· Keats to produce the poetry written in the spring of 18_19-~ 
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There can be no doubt that Fanny Brawne was instru-
-
. mental in helping Keats become a great poet. Certainly· the 
love affair between the two is among the more celebrated 
ones because of its p~thetic and hopeless character. In 
time, scholars have been able to escape the persona~ities, 
doubts, jealousies and secrecy surrounding and discoloring 
the arrair throughout the years to find the true character 
of the affair • 
There are really three stages to this romance: 
November and December 1818; January through oc··tober 1819; 
and November 1819 through February 23, 1821. A thorough 
examination of each p·eriod should present a broader under-
.................. ,, ...... ,t;. 
,stariding or the affair itself, of its influence on Keats's 
· poetry, and of human nature.-. 
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On June 10, 1818, Jo·hn :Keats, in a letter to 
B~njamin Bailey stated: 
:I have two Brothers one is driven by the 'burden 
of society 0 to America the other, with an exquisi_te 
love of Life, is in a ·11ngering state c=;J My Love for 
my Brothers from the early loss of our ·parents and 
even earlier Misfortunes has grown into -a affection 
'passing the Love __ of Women 11 cc:, I have been ill · 
temperid with them, I have vex 0 d them~ but the 
thought of them has always stifled the impress_ion 
that any woman might otherwise have made on me.!! 
.\ ' 
Like most self-confirmed bachelors, Keats, without real-
izing it, was ready to fall in love. A thorough examina-
tion of the thoughts behind this letter and his actions 
from June 10 through December 25, 1818, will sqow why Keats 
was so susceptible to Fanny Brawne's charm when he first 
met her. 
One of the strongest reasons for his apparent 
misogyny was the relationship he had had with his mother. 
Frances Jenning Keats poured affection unrestrainedly upon 
her children while her. husband Tom was alive, but shortly 
after his accidental death in 1804, she married William 
Rawlings and deserted her offspring. This hasty remarriage 
was a.staggering blow to her eldest son. 
- ~ 
.,. . 
,_ The very foundations of his security had been 
·knocked out from underneath him •••• The 
' -idealized woman of his crucial early experience, 
beautiful and recklessly affectionate,,, had 
betrayed anq_ abandoned him in a manner beyond 
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-~-·Qi.~ upderstanding, and _:ror@ver afterward he was 
.... ---~-~-~---,--.-~-~ haunted by the fear that any woman he 1-oved would 
·-·--··- -· . -.- ..... 
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play him false and leave·himo The boy began to -develop a r:ariness i_n his dealings with others·, belleath his instinctive openness a.nd spontaneity; 
'A1·1 my life I have ,suspected every Body 9 ° Keats later wrote; and thoug~ his biographies have dis-
counted thi7s statement, he had good reason for making ito-
. 
Young Keats h·ad only four years to purge the memory of 
his mother's betrayal from his mind, attempt to regather 
his bearings, and find a new meaning in life before she 
again returned. Whatever defense mechanisms he had 
built against her treacherous actions were shattered in 
1808, when his mother .... 
returned to her family in Edmonton, crippled with 
rheumatism in her early thirties, evidently broken in both, body and spirit G)- To Keats, on the threshold. . 
• - ,-.1 -· of adolescence 9 the sight of her faded beauty and · _,·:.-·· dimming vitality must have been a deeply troubling 
experienceo Then in 1809 9 her illness changed disastrously for the worse o S!he too developed signs "'F of consumption o o 8 [The change Keats had to watch J in his mother 0s condition] shook him to his depths~ All the devotion he had felt to her as a child came 
surging back~1redoubled by the passion of early adolescence o.2.. 
Hence the deprivation,,. rediscovery, and final loss of his 
mother placed within ~ats a,drastic dichotomy of .atti--
tudes toward women. ~e loved the warmth and affection 
they could kindle within him; yet he dreaded the possi-
bility of being deceived by these same creatures. Thus 
he established the deliberate defense mechanism that he 
cited to Bailey without realizing that it could never.· 
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, , !:unction completely agai,nst a woman who offered him the 
, love he craved and needed. While fe_w critics have· sup-
ported Miss Ward's claim, it is one which deserves some 
attention in that it can help explain the depth of Keats's 
later love and resulting jealousy for Fanny. Possibly 
. the older cri'tics might not 'have placed the cause of 
Keats's jealousy of Fanny's actions had they understood 
the relationship between Keats and his mother. Had the 
' . 
scholars not been so obtuse, Fanny's reputation would not 
have been sullied for a hundred years. 
Another factor in Keats's change in mind about 
women could easily have been the recurrent sore throat 
and general 111 health he encountered on his Scottish 
walking tour with Brown.Y Keats, with his medical train-
ing and experience of nursing his consumptive mother, may 
have gained insight into the possibility that.he too had 
contracted tuberculosis. If this were the case, he could 
,.~~· 
- poss11;>iy have desired to openly seek love in art attempt 
' .,.;,_:_-
--=~ ' 
/-./7···· 
.. to lead as full a life,as ·t,·ossible in the short time he' 
-
knew was afforded to him. The linking of Keats's power 
of diagnosis and his critical talents is danger-ous., but. 1 t ~ 
sheds light on the matt~r at hand. His e_ritical power·s -
cannot be treated lightly in view tha·t hi-s criticisms of 
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Endymion, unlike the more notorious ones, dealt with.the· 
., . ..,:, 
.faults of the poem and thus were- apropos and valuable-. 
·It is highly improbable that a ·man with the sensitive· 
acumen Keats possessed would not utilize his own medical 
·: training to determine his health if he correctly and con-
stantly criticized everything else he did. 
When Keats returned from Scotland in August 1818, 
'/ 
-he was confronted by the drastic decline in Tom•·s health. 
Once again consumption had struck the Keats family, and 
<..; 
' John knew that his younger brother did not have long to 
live. As a result, he moved in with Tom at the Bentleys·' 
to nurse him, a job requiring constant attention. The 
-
nursi.ng itself was depressing, but so were two·- other 
things: the isolation from his frien.ds and the knowledge 
of Tom's imminent death. Keats's dependence upon h!s 
brothers as the sole recipients of his love was rapidly 
becoming empty through Tom's decreasing health and ~eorge's 
absence of 3000 miles. Obviously Keats would have to turn 
. ' to another sponge fol'.' the absorption of hi·s lo~~, .and the 
... only recourse open to him was women. "Keats was vulne\;rable. 
-to Fanny's horse.play because of _Tom's death. His response 
to h~r provocations was a good and natural rebound from 
Tom's death."2/ 
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· One .ottier. point s~ould be mentioned .here as a 
, - -factor in Ke·ats 's change of mind about 11:re. · The noto- , 
:r.ious reviews of Endymion appeared about this point in-
. ~ .. 
... Keats's life, and while they did not, as various of his 
.. 
contemporarie·s asserted, uotterly destroy him, they must 
have hit home to a certain degree if for no other reasons · 
., 
than that they expressed some of his own misgivings about. 
· Hyperion and they came when he was greatly depressed by · ··· 
Tom's illness. 
The first woman other than his mother to have a 
great effect on Keats was his sister-in-law, Georgiana 
Augusta Wylie Keats. John adored her and envied the 
happy life she and his brother George led together. His 
devotion to her is found in s·everal light-hearted poems 
addressed to her§/ and almost ev-ery letter written to the 
American Keatses. 
. The following letter displays his love for 
Georg.iana as well as his attitude toward marriage. 
Notwithstand your happiness -and your recommendation I hope I shall never marryo ••• Your content in 
each other is a de~ight to· me which I cannot express -the Moon is now shining full and brilliant~ she is the same to me in Matter S). what you are to me in Spirit=- If you were here my dear sister I could 
not pronounce the words which_ I can write to you . from a distance~ I hav.e a tenderness for yous, and 
.. 
· an A4miratiorn which I feel to be as great and more _ 
chaste than I_. have for any woman in the worldo . You -
_will mention Fanny [Keats]~ her character is not form~d; her identity does not press upon me as yours does. I hope from the bottom of my heart that I may 
.. ': 
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one day feel· as much for her as I do for you -
.. I know not how it is, but I have never made any 
acquaintance of my own~ nearly all through your 
medium my dear Br.other = Through you ! Kn~, not 
only a Sister but a· glorious human be1ngo~ . 
.. -
. . This letter is fascinating in that it really amounts to 
a love letter written to ·a woman whom, because of her 
relationship to him, he cannot love the way he needs to 
love a woman.·' It displays the earnestness and youthful . 
•• naivete of his love, and it shows that Keats could not 
exist much longer without a strong and fulfilling love 
of his own. 
In September 1818, the Reynolds sisters intro-
duced Keats to their cousin Jane Cox, and in the already. 
once-quoted October letter Keats discusses her. 
I .like her because one has no sensations - what 
we both are is taken for granted= ooo They [the Reynolds sisters] think I don°t admire her.because I did not stare at her~ They call her flirt to 
me - What a want of knowledge? 'she walks across 
a room in such a manner that Man is drawn towards her· with ·a magnetic Powero This they call flirting! They do not know thingso They do not know what a 
woman iso I believe tnov she has faults= the 
same Charmian and Cleopatra might have had c:::, Yet 
she is a fine thing speaking in a worldly way; for there are two distinct tempers of mind ip tfhich we -judge of things~ the worldly 9 theatrical and panto-
mimical; and the unearthly S) spiri tu.al, __ and etherial -in the former Buonaparte~ Lord Byron and this Charmian 
:hold first place in our Minqs; in the latter John 
. Howa.rdS) Bishop Hooker rocking his ~hild 11 s cradle, ana you my dear Sister are the conquering feelings. As a Man in the world I love the rich talk of a 
1 Charmian; a.s an eternal Being I love the thought ,9f you. I should like ~e7r to ·ruin me, and I should i like you to save meo_ 
Certa-inly this letter emphasizes the purity of Keats's 
I • .• > 
iove for Geottgiana, his ethereal creature; .but more 
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•interestingly, it show-s his reaction to Jane Cox, his 
---- Char~ian. He was obviously - aware of her sexuality,- and 
he wanted to partake of' it. At the same time, he recog-
nized ·that this girl could not fulfill his· need for· love·· 
·even if she could possibly grant him sexual gratification. 
There is no doubt, however, that Keats had been awakened 
. 
. by the feminine mystique and that he was growing far from 
his harsh denial of women found in the June letter to 
-
·-·" - Bailey. 
. • 
In the summer of 1817, Keats first met Mrs.. Isa-
~ bella Jones at the villa:~· of Bo-Peep. - Here he had "an : ~ . ' ... ~ .... 
adventure with an enigmatic and mysterious young woman, 
whose exact status he could never make out, but who was 
to move increasingly in the same literary circles as 
himself. 11V She was beautiful, talented, witty, and 
--11 ve ly; and Keats, while carrying on a flirtation, was 
sexually stirred by her. She reciprocated to a certain 
degree by offering him comfort but stopping short of 
love.V Keats did not see her again for-- over a year, but. 
in October 1818, he accidentally met 'her on the st·reet -
and reopened his acquaintance, but with little success • 
8 
. - ' I' 
. '("'-. 
·. ·•I 
-'- ,.:;: --... , -
' Keats's account of this meeting is amusing and disarming,10/ . 
. and it shows that, while his various advances were stymied 
-by Mrs. Jones, he certainly was interested in femininity. 
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If all these ·factors are taken ·into ·considera- · 
' 
' tion,· there can be no doubt ·that Keats was, for a 
· variety of reasons, moving away from his careful . and 
deliberate st~te of self-declared misogyny to a posit~on 
·--
1 or extreme susceptibility for feminine charm •. · When he 
. 
. 
-
-·e·was clearly in a ·state of flux, he met ·Panny Brawne and 
····· 
; fell hopelessly in love with her. 
At the age of eighteen, Fanny Brawne was, the 
girl possessing all the necessary traits to make John 
-· Keats fall in love at a time when he was without question 
ready; in fact, when-he found it necessary to find this 
. love. Here then is the girl who became his life partner. 
' ' :1 
'l.,.,O'-f"L1'1Jr\l 
Fanny came from rather good stock. Her father, 
Samuel Brawne, who died of consumption in 181Q, was the 
cousin of· the great social lion, Beau Brummell. Mrs. Brawne·, 
-
a member of the Ricketts family, a wealthy clan which in-
eluded various administrators of West Indian colonies, had·. 
a large enough independent income to 11 ve comf ortab_ly. ll/ 
To establish most effectively what Fanny was like 
when·Keats met her, we turn to his letters. 
., 
Mrs o Brawne who took Brown's house for the Summer,_ still resides in Hampstead= she is a very nice woman~ and her daughter senior is I think beauti-fu+ and elegants, graceful» silly, fashionable and strange we have a little tiff now and then - and she behaves a little betterol2/ 
. 
Shall I give you Miss Bra.i1n? She is about my height -with a fine style of countenance of.the lengthen'd sort - she wants sentiment in every feature·- she 
. , 
. .. ~·' 
9 
- ---------,--,,----,,----.............. ,..,,,,  ________________ _ 
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-manages· to make. her hair ·look well - her nostrills 
are fine - though a little p~inful - her mouth-is bad and- good = her Profil is better th.an ·her full- -- · · face which indeed is not full but- pale and thin 
without showing any bone= Her shape is very grace-ful and so are her movements= her Arms are good her hands badisb ~ her feet tol~rable ~ she is not 
seventeen C:I but she is ignorant= monstrous in he:r behavior flying out in all directions D calling people 
such names= that .I was forced lately to make use 
of the term Minx c=> this is I think not from any innate vice but from a penchant she has for acting 
stylishlya I am however tired of such style and 
shall decline any more of it = She had a friend to 
visit her lately= you have known plenty such - her face is raw as if she was standing out in a.rrost -her lips rat1 and seem always ready for a Pullet -She plays the Music without one sensation but the feel of wory at her fingers~ she is a downright Miss without one set off= we hated her and smoked 
··~ her and baited herD and I think drove her away -Miss B thinks her a paragon of fashion, and 
says she is the only woman she would change places~ 
with~ What a Stripe - She is superior as a Rose to a Dandelionellf 
There remains extx-apolation to be made rr·om these fragnie;nts 
if the real Fanny Brawne is to step forward, but Keats's 
description is valuable in that it displays as much of his 
" fascination for Fanny as it does of the girl herself. 
First of all, Fanny ~as born on August 9, 1800; 
hence, she was eighteen when Keats met her, not seventeen 
as he reports~to George and Georgiana. This mistake points 
to a striking characteristic in Fanny; that she appeared 
younger than she actually was. Certainly impetuosity, 
vivacity, and lack of poise while being complimented141 
\1 
coupled with her small stature helped deceive Keats • 
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_Phys;cally · Fanny was a "brisk, blooming, very· 
young beauty, of the far from ·uncommon English hawk blonde:-· . 
ttpe, with aquiline··nose and retre~ting forehead, sharp-
. 
. 
_ c·ut nostr11· and gray-blue eye, a slight, shapely figure 
rather short than tall, a taking smile, and good hair, 
carriage, and complexion. 1115/ She.was not conventionally 
beautiful, but she knew the value of fashion to enhance 
her appea~ance.!§1 Her size and sense of both style and 
_ fashion cer·tainly attracted Keats, but 1 t _was not until he _ 
looked at her as a person and became dazzled, confused, ~ 
delighted, frustrated~ and jealous that he fell in love 
with the full Fanny Brawne. The "little tiffs" he mentions 
to George merely hint at what was really going on in Keats's 
head when he wrote that letter. 
_ That Keats and Fanny felt strong physical desire 
and love fo-r each other was strongly supported by Amy 
Lowell: ' . 
'.,.I' 
..,__, ... ,.. ,,., ... , .. 
At.the time Keats met her, Fanny Brawne was just 
eighteene That she had enough s~eetness and depth of character to.fall in love with the poeti ·-I think there can be no doubt; and I believe she thoroughly satisfied the passion.ate part of Kea.ts is loves, _ satisfied it to a painful extent considering that they could not marry o . She kept Kea.ts in a burning agitation or desire which~ under the circumstances, she t11as pot1erless to gratify o How much o.f this she may have understood.9 we have not as.yet sufficient means of knowingo But the other side of love 9 the maternal side~ she scarcely seems to have been 
mature enough to comprehendo She certainly developed, and grew more tenderD as time went on; but the mother-ing- which Keats so sorely needed, she7 had only begun to learn to give him when he died.!1 
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Fanny was used to the fashionable convention · " ' ., 
' . -~ 
. ~ . ,.,.:,;_.,~ 
and she liked it. She loved. dancing, being wit·h people, 
.. · .. and attending other social events of any kind. 181 . She 
-~had ·schooled herself in the social.graces-and had become 
.. a successful flirt as well as a witty and lively con-
versationalist. "She seems to have been something of a 
•rattle', as it used to be called, liking smart sallies 1 
and badinage, and an innocent measure of flirtation."19/ 
·• 
"Fanr:iy craved admiration and endeavored to get it by 
affecting those airs and wiles which were fashionable in 
her period."20/ It was this trait of Fanny that really 
put her in- disrepute among the Keats scholars until Amy 
Lowell showed her to be an---admirable young lady • 
Her penchant~ for wit and abilities to concentrate 
stringently tended to drive sentimentality from her, a 
lack Keats found attractive as. he was an ·anti=:tsentimentalist. 211 
In its place were a self-contained efficiency and an active 
intellect, two traits which forced her to read incessantly 
but without· apparent discrimination. 
I wish I knew what books you have read for I-~would write about them, there is nothing I like better to talk about unless it is to such a very great Judge that I am affraid they i1ill think all my delightful c~i ticism nonse-nse o So I hope you -are not one of these terrible persons or will not let me know a.bou.t it for depend on it I should neither open my lips ... or move' my pen on the subject and so 
· you would lose the benefit of -my opinion = I must also beg you will not learn whole verses or chapters etc. to do~ge me for though I can. remember pretty 
, . .., 
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' . ' 
,.. 
.... ..,..., 
well gener·al.ly I read too many· things to do so particularly - so what you may take :for a proof of stupidity, is on the contr~ry t22?ugh the . o;,:, .... ' 
... 
great extensiveness of my studieso · 
I a~ by no means a·great poetry reader - and like few things not comic out o7r Shakespeare. _Corned~ or all sorts pleases meG23 . 
At the same time she read incessantly, she con-
tinued her study of various languages: French, German, 
and Spanish. When Keats met her, Fanny was well schooled 
in French and was learning German. This thirst for~ 
languages stemmed not from literary pretentions but from 
a desire to move in and understand a large~ world. 241 
Her interests in politics and any other subject she 
- - happened to be reading about found ways into her conversa-
tion and supported the idea that Fanny, by being interested 
in the world around'her, was more than a mere flirt attract-
ing John Keats. 
Hence Fanny was pretty, gay and fascinating. "She 
was, as he himself had beeri during his Byronic student 
days, unformed, fluid, and trying to work out a personality. 1125/ 
And with this unsettled air about her, "Fanny Brawne entered _ 
- - -
, ___ the life of Keats with exquisite precision, when marriage . 
· was in his mind_, when he was losing his forced indifference 
to women, when he was profoundly ·1n need of gaiety and 
· comfort. He loved her irrevocably, and at once • 11261 
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One of the more difficult problems in theexamina-
. ' 
ti.on of the love ~ffair or Keats and Fanny is the estab-. . . 
-lishment of precise dates·. Questions have arisen most 
commonly over the dat.ing o,f their first meeting and, later.,· 
their engagement. This segment or the paper, by-examining 
the propos~d dates presented by various scholars, should 
conclusively demonstrate that Keats met Fanny shortly after 
October 14, ~818. · 
tr Of all the scholarly opinions, the ones suggest~ 
. ' ing. the middle to late November dat·e of meeting· se-em to 
f 
carry the greatest validity. Certa~nly Miss Brawne•s state-
ment- to Fanny Keats is suspect as a basis for scholarly 
opinion. 27 / Mr. ·Edgecumbe and Miss Lowell seem to fly 
against the evidence presented by Dilke. One other idea 
. attacking .. the Augus_t or September meeting is Keats's own 
111 health when he returned from Scotland. Certainly he 
was incapacitated for some weeks and then recovered only 
\ 
to nurse Tom. Miss Richardson's, Mr. Bate's and Mr. Gittings~ 
--
claims· that during October Keats was filled with the fascina-
tions of both Jane· Cox and Isabella ·,Jones cannot be ignored 
1~ light of the _ already q,ft-quoted le_tte;r to George and 
G~.or.g1ana Keats of 9ctober 14, 1818 .~ If thi-s letter is 
coupled with on-e Keats later wrote to Fanny, the one in .which 
he says: ·· '~I have, believe me, not . been an age in telling you 
take posse•sion of me; the very first week I knew you I wrote 
.. ... :.r 
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1111 self your vassal; .- •. ~ n29/ ,' there can be no doubt that 
Keats ·aidn' t me·et Fanny -until at 1·east late Octo.ber. If 
he-had met Fanny previous to the composition of his Octo-
ber 14 letter and if he were so instantly sm~ tten by Fanny 
as he claims to have been, he would not have decvoted so 
much time and spae_e -in that letter to Jane Cox and Isabella 
...... ~ : 
· Jones, as the·y would have been supplanted by his new beauty. 
cc Also, Murry's claim of the Pecember meeting date is too 
late because it leaves far too little time for Keats to meet 
Fanny, come to grips with his grief for Tom's death, and 
- ready himself for some sub-engagement declarati~ on 
Christmas Day 1818.~ Hence the middle to late November 
seems to be the only feasible time for the first meeting 
bet~een- Keats and Fanny. 
In, this section only one other question remains -
What happened on Christmas Day 1818? With the answer, the· 
curtain can be closed on the year 1818. ~ 
Although t~ree scholars3l/ suggest that Keats and 
Fanny became engaged on the date in question, their argu-
ments, which .will be presented later, have been readily 
refuted. There can be~ however, no question -that some 
-
·. action. of major· consequence occ.urred on that Christmas Day 
' . 
because, if one hadn't,-·.:Fanny would never have called that 
- \ 
day~ "the happiest day I ever spent."Ei Aileen Ward's theory 
. 
that Keats and Fanny mutually de·c1ared their love without 
__,. 
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committing themselves to a f'orm&l engagement and that .they 
also exchanged Christmas gi:fts is intriguing and all~ring. 33/ 
In this article, she successfully attacks Gittings' position 
.. · that Keats .was still seeing Isabella Jones at that time and -• 
I 
. '·· then suggest~ the iden~ity of the gifts exchanged by th~ 
two lovers. While Miss Ward readily admits that her i·d'ent1--· 
· ti cation· of the lyre seal as Fanny's· gift to Keats is pure 
~onjecture, she supports the possibility effectivelyo She 
also demonstrates why Keats's gift of the Literary Pocket 
; Book was both a feasible and natural present for Fanny. 
While the certainty of Miss Ward's claims will 
probably never be assured, there can be no doubt that a 
very important thing happened to both Keats and Fanny on 
that day. Fanny's letter to Fanny Keats adequately demon-
-si;rates her feelings and Keats's "sudden spurt of productive .. 
ness, beginning in January 1819, w1 th The Eve of St. Agnes, 
and then, after· a vacant interval, burs·ting out in magnifi-
cent effervescence with La Belle Dame Sans Merci, Ode to a 
-
---Nightingale~ Ode on a Grecian Urn, and the less important 
-===== -=- ---
-
odes To Psyche l) On Melancholy, and On Indolenee''34/ demon--==-==c:, 
-==-- -==<=-==-=----
- c: stratas a newly found peace of mind in which creativity could 
.-- . 
run rampant. Hence, the obvious assumption left open is that 
Keats's newly :round and declared love solved many or .his 
. · proble.ms ·and opened the d<ior to a mat.ure creativity which 
K~ats hitherto had not sein. 
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Certainly the events of Decembe-r~ 18·18 caused Keats 
to run the gamut of emotions from deep deso·lation to 
ardor's ecstasies. Tom's ·death on December 2 left.Keats 
in an incredible· funk; yet twenty-three days later, when 
he declared his ~ntentions to Fanny, he was riding the 
crest of love. One thing bothering Keats's scholars is 
the fallow. period of poetry from February, after he had 
written The E·v;e of St. Agnes, to mid-April, 1819. There 
\ 
seem to be a variety of causes for this idle stretch, n~t 
the least of which is Keats's love for Fanny • 
. ' 
Most ·,'.·biographers of Keats have recognized that Tom's 
death had a tremendous effect on his older brother, even 
though Keats, who had been nursing Tom, knew that death was 
imminent. They cite the letter of December 16 to George and 
Georg1ana3·5/ as an expression of the· resultant fatigue, con .. 
· fusion, and despair. Most fail to show, however, these lines: 
.. 
My frie.nds have been exceedingly ki_nd to mer .. _ every one 
of them = B_:rown detained· me at his Ho~se o I suppose 
no one could have had their time made smoother than 
mine has been o e ~ 6w1ith1n this 1a·st Week I have been every where o •• ~ 
. Yet these remarks are vital to the understanding·or the period 
in question because they establish a natural situation. When 
a person dies, his friends qui~kly and diligently console the 
., 
· surviving members of- ·the family. It is not long, however, 
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until the kind~hearted must return to their normal routines 
and thus leave the mourners to their own devices. What : 
-
h~ppens then is that the survivors enter a p:eriod of fatigue 
and emotional vacuum t·hrough their being forced to come to -
. -
grips with reality. and continue in, ·their endeavors. This 
emotional nadir may last for a quite extensive period; and 
obviously, despite Fanny .. ~ s love, Keats's depression, al though 
temporarily broken in January-, lasted -slightly more than 
three months •. 
Love itself sent Keats through another spectru~ or 
emotions and upset his normal routine. In the letter announc-
ing Tom's death to George and Georgiana is also a catalog 
of his activities from December 16 through January 4. 
Nowhere in this letter is mention made of his Christmas 
activities; yet far more trivial matters ap.pear: 
This poses a problem:· from now on Keats's letters, 
even to George, record the trivia rather than the 
significant facts of his experienceo From the time 
Fanny Brawne claimed the center o~f the stage 9 a 
curtain of secrecy drops around the central situa-
tion of Keats 0s life~ and only a few stray facts and 
random obse~vations in his letters, and the still 
more cryptic re7ord of the poems, give a hint of the 
drama behind • .ll. . . 
... 
. ~iss Ward's comments. must be tempered to the point·of exclud-
ing Keats's letters, especially the later ones, to·Fanny 
because they do express "the drama behind" as well as the 
trivia. 
Fanny Brawne, then - alternately a feast ,and a fever -
is the key to these first quiet weeks in January.3H/ 
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:Again Miss· ·ward •.s comments must be tempered ·by ·the remaining 
_ sense of grief that Keats still felt and -by his fascination 
and fear of both love and women that has been c.i ted earlier. 
In· an interesting article with a very questionable 
! conclusion., Stanley Russell traces Keats's changin·g attitude 
towards love and suggests: 
Love ~as a threat to Keats, a threat to his poetic creativity~ to his identity as an artist. Yes, identity o For in spite of what. he had to say about the artist's having no identity397 the consciousness of his dedication to poetry was driven home forcibly when· he was faced with the concrete reali za.tion 7ot the corrosive force of "self'=destroying0' love e~ Mr. Russell continues· to claim that basically Keats's affair !J . 
-with-Fanny destroyed his ability to write first-rate poetry. It is unfortunate that his claim~ one quite similar to John· 
Middleton Murry w s in Keats and ·s·h·akespe·are, has been unques-
t1onab ly refuted by scholarsll/ who have looked at the Keats-Brawne relationship with sympathy and understanding. The 
~alu~ of Mr. Russell's cited passage lies iri a philosophical 
' plane, however, as it is impossible to ignore Keats's in-
fatuation with the· concept of love, which certainly appeared in his earlier poetry; namely, Endymion. There can be no 
question''' that Keats did worry about the effect of love on 
-, J;;·· the creativity of man, and it is highly possible that this 
problem hit him with full force upon his realizing that he 
was in love·'··.· What he had consi.dered indecisively on a 
.... t.he.ore-tical level now had to be met. on a practical .. P_lage_. 
19 
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. The. emotional half of Keats h.ad to meet ahd satisfy the 
rational half so that the whole man could love and write 
" at the same time;-~ .. -
, , In terms of 'love Keats had to face one other major , 
consideration during this three--month period. He had to 
become acquaint.ed with the girl he loved. He had to escape 
emoti9nal magnetism and understand her as an operating ~uman 
' being. We have already seen that she, like most people·worth 
loving, was a walking mass of contradictions, and she must 
have kept her new lover in constant agony. 
Keats • • • · soon • • • became the declared and 
accepted lover of Fanny Brawne 9 savoring intensely thenceforward all theitantalising sweets and bitters of that est~te e o o o From first he 
suffered severely from·tne sense of her freedom to enjoy pleasures and excitements for which 
neither his health nor4~7s social habits and ~n-clinations fitted h~~o 
. . ~ 
Hence, Keats was faced to the fullest extent with 
'\.. the problem of love·.. His ·routine was upset in that he 
became secretive about his personal feelings, and his emo~ 
tional upheavals temporarily adversely affected his ability 
and inclination to think clearly~ He, in what appears to 
i b~ a contradiction, was· forced into ·a basic philosophical 
debate about love. Certainly, while pondering this prob-
l~m, Keats was hardly able to come to grips with his other 
troubles, which ranged from Abbey's unpleasant activities 
w.ith the Keats's purse strings to his own inability to 
complete Hyperion largely because or a shifting poetic 
,., ..... ,-.-~ '. 
philosophy. 
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. Hyperion was abandoned as much because the manner 
·and the mythology were strangling the idea, as because the idea toas confusing and rendering incon .. 
·sequent the mythology o Perhaps an· even. deeper reason hotr1ever i1as that Keats himself shared the darkness of, Apollo D and_. discovered that .rJm.emosyne could.not enlighten hime He had_~xaggerated the virtue and capacity of 0~the old dispensatiQn ~ oq and he could not yet vision cle~rly the·· new o The two had mingled confusedly in his mind~ the appeal of natt01re to hi·s senses and the appeal of truth to his reason, and only after writing Hyperion did he dis-, cover their absolute distinction in k1nd.43/ 
Mr. Finney best sumirnlarizes Keats's.problem. 
While Ke.·ats remained in Hampstead, seeing Miss Brawne every day, he was too much agitated by love to express it in poetryo When he went to Chichester about Janu-ary 18 9 ho~ever~ his imagination~ freed from the over~ powering emotions which she [Fanny] excited in him, intuited his love for her in the objective symbols of poetry 9 drawing these symbols from the story of Romeo and Juliet and the amorous rites of St. Agnes' Eve. -- , 
Keats 0s love for Miss Brawne determined-the form as well as the matter of 'rhe Eve of St.- Agnese In Decem-ber 1818 he, tJas composing· Hyperfon in the Hnaked and grecian°e style of Milton~ s "Paradise Lost 99 o Lowe, however 9 lured him out of the mood of the Greek epic into the.mood of the metrical romanceo He composed The Eve of St. Agll'l.es 9 accordingly~ in the iinsuous, romantic style of Spenser 0 s Fai~ie Q·ueeneo_/ 
Finney then continues to demonstrate that Keats •s use of ' .... 
Spenserian sensuousness improved- his freedom of expression, 
.,. 
but the most important thing to note here is that it was 
Keats's love for Fanny· which triggered the shift -and allowed 
him to escape the trap of Hyperion and produce the exquisite 
Eve or St o Ag_nes. Love was the catalyst Keats needed to 
escape his personal grief and overcome his philosophic 
dilemmas in, order to wri t.e great poetry. Hence, when he 
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left Hampstead for Hampshire, he was in _the proper ·:rrame 
.. of mind··to write; '1nd when he reached there, he· was physicall.y 
• C' • ~ 
separated from Fanny and thus able to concentrate on his 
work •. , Her love, however, permeated him and gave him the 
need for productivity. 
It is significant., then, that a few weeks a'fter this 
day [Christmas 1818] Keats began a long poem in Q 
celebration of y-oung love, set against a background 
of good. food and ·-music~ revelry and rich -attire D in 
which the lovers· s·taal atsay from a mid~sinter festivity 
to open their .hearts to each otherG) · The Eve· of St. 
Agnes is Keats '-s comment,ry on the hidden dra.mi _or 
- his life at this time. LJ5 · 
Al though "The Eve of St. Agnes was the first poem 
-----
in. which Keats was inspired by his love for Fanny Brawne,"~ 
the idea of writing a sh·ort romance had, ironically enough, 
been suggested by Isab.~lla Jones!!l/ wh.en Keats had in early 
·oecember complained of his inability to complete Hyperion. 
The idea remained passively in his mind until January, when 
it was triggered by the majesty of the Stansted Chapel in 
Chichester, certainly the inspiration for the· gothic touches 
in the poem,· and his newly found love ror Fanny.~ 
., 
One of the most .·striking aspects of The Eve of St. 
.. 
-
Agnes is the intense medieval flavor carried primarily through 
the cold, barbaric castle, the beadsman, fierce Maurice, and 
the legend itself. Adding to this flavor is the. courtly love 
-. ·-~ 
I, tradition, in which the fair lady, the object of the lord's 
attentions. is placed on a pedestal ·and worshipped according 
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to a stringent set or rule.a, outlined--· by Andreas Capellanus, 
·in such -a way that the lover is lifted spiritually and 
. physically • Under these circumstances, the girl becomes an 
ideal rather than a person, a Juliet ·rather than a Charmian,· 
and as a paragon· of innocen.ce and purity she is loved 
accordingly. Madeline is more this ideal than a portrayal 
-of Fanny, who possessed too much ·personality to be redu·eed 
to the cardboard state of the ideal. While she,_ through ~-
Keats •s love for her, acted as a catalyst for the poem, she 
assumes no direct part in it. She does, however, stimulate 
her lover into reaching to the courtly love tradition and 
thus heighten the medievalism found in the composition. 
Keats, however, does ass,'Ullle the role of Porphyro 
in the sense that he· is the traditional medieval lover in 
.. search for the complete love or his lady and in the sense 
that Porphyro is a human, sensual being see.king a strong 
physical love. · 
\ The traditional medieval aspects of the lover's 
quest .. make themselves manifest in Porphyro' s braving the 
weather, the ·tamily feud, and the threat of personal danger 
. 
to see and captivate his fair Madeline. These obvious· 
physical braveries are motivated by the rule of the courtly 
love tradition which states that a lover must be motivated 
in his quest by a desire to increase his spiritual level, and· 
,-
.this increase is an· ultimate goal of the courtly lover. 
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The spiritual ascent that 1s.111lJ)lic1t.in Porphyro's progress from chamber to chamber becomes clear_by the f$J.cq that he remains in a closet adjacent to ··. Madelin@ t1s chamberS) for Keats or>1-ginally called this closet a 9'Purgatory_ s~.reet'i and retained his d<escrip-
- tion of the chamber i ts<el:f as a 017parad.isei0 o In 
other tiords 9 Porphyro has trans cend~d the merely human life of the ·~u1e~el chambers ov ~nd is noYrY in the purgatory to which h~ m~st no~ m~v~ b®fore he can attain the heavenly ·rep®tition of ~arthly happiness. 
, From thi.$ pu~g&tory he can look upon °'~11 that he may attain 9 90 ogLove O is OYJ\1n domain vv o In the Chamber 
of ~aiden~Thought ~e a~e into~icat@d ~1th the light and atmosphere an? see nothing but plea8ant w~nders; 
~nd thus Po~phyro look~ upon the disrobing Madeline, the ideal revealing its naked pe~fectiono Entranced, breathless~ he is wholly engaged in the splendor of the revelation 9 just as the knight~~t=arms sees 
nothing but the fairy 0s @hild bec&uije his s~f is being absorbed; and because each man reaches this stage only within himself as an inward experience of his total self.~ Porphyro is seeing the vvbeauty 
., unespiedsi n in clos~ secrecy (163, 166) G Here in the ChaJfimber ®>f Maiden=Thought the ascent of the scales of intensities is acted out, and Porphyro and Madeline unite in a mystic blending of mortality and immortality, chastity and passions, -the'. moonlight of perfect form and the. ruddiness of intense experience o They have attained a stage where lifeus self is nourished by its 
~::tpi!hth:n:0 ;~e~fc~~r:~~rogress into the mystery 
When Porphyro enters Madeline's dream, he has achieved an 
.... _,._. 
,~. immortality, a tremendous. lift in spiritual status, and hence 
his quest for.the spiritual advancement through love has been 
~~ecessful and true to one or~the ultimate goals of the 
,_,..., 
courtly· love .tradition. 
•,: 
---
The hWllan, sensual being that is Keats in love is 
found_,, also in Porphyro. One of ·the things that Keats grew to 
' 
.• 
dislike about the romance as a genre was its vast possibility 
of sentimentalism. Keats's comment about Isabella, a comment 
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certainly reflecting this weakness, is reported secondhand 
in a letter from Woodhouse to Taylor: "He .. said he could 
not bear tfrii~/ former [Isabella] now-~::· It appears to him 
mawkish. vw50/ "His intention to 1wr1 te fine things that 
-
cannot be laugh' d at in any way' - ·laughed at because of 
their inexperience of lite and simplicity or knoWledgeH5l/ 
also made him rear the romance. · But in ·The Eve of St. Agnes 
Keats clearly escapes the traps he feared by covering all 
that might be merely tritely and blatantly sensuous with 
the heavy spiritual tone carried by the gothic and religious 
atmospheres. It is impossible, however, to completely ignore 
the highly sensual descriptions or Madeline's disrobing and 
the implicit voyeurism when Porphyro is in the "hell" of his 
closet. It is also imperative to remember that, despite his 
protestations to .Angela, Porphyro has removed himself from 
r:\ ·, 
the normal and "honorable" actions of the courtly lover in 
an attempt to trick Madeline into declaring her love. Hence, 
while he wishes spiritual improvement, he is willing to 
undergo possible social depredation in his quest. The degree 
of honor in his character must, as a result or his strange 
behavior in this situati9n, be questioned. 
'\ 
Certainly he [Keats] partially identified himself with_ Porphyro o When \foodhouse found~ his revisions objectionable s, ·Keats replied that he should vuaespise a man trohco i1cotlld be 8UCh a eunuch in sentiment as to leave a maid, -r1ithdthat Character about her, in ~uch a situation: & sho despise himself to write about 
... 
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. r'- 1t~" One may cite the narrator's obvious relish in Porphyro•s situation as Madeline is about to undress -"Now p~epare ~ young Porphyro s, tor gazing on that bed~' ( 196 r o) ~ and Keats es later objection to the poem ~ .. that. vu1n my dramatic capacity I enter fully into the feeling: but in Propr:ta Persona I should Toe apt to quiz it myaelf o 90 But sexual passion worried him: To Bailey he confessed in _ July 1818 9 ntifhen I am.· among Women I 
·· have evil thoughts 9 98 and -he t1rote in his copy of The Anatomy of Melancholy 9 vvThere is nothing d.isgrac®s me In my ctan eyes as much as being one of a race of eyes nose and mouth beings in a planet call 9 d earth ~ho ••• have alt1ays,. mingled goatish ttinnyish lustful love with 
· the abstract-adoration of the deity o 91 Though it has . . . . ' 
. touches of humor 9 The Eve of s·t o ·Agnes is a serious poems, re~ardless or the extent to which Keats identified with him ·heroi) he introduced enough overtones of evil tb mue Porph~~o Vs actions wrong within the structure 
.of the pr>eme.2_/f 
' 
·The sensuality of Porphyro and Keats, his creator, comes, not 
in the cheap description of a girl's undressing, but in a full 
portrayal ·or a scene, in which the viewer must utilize every· 
sensory organ to gain full, vicarious impact. Keats's 
s_ynaesthetic imagery is in full play, and the vie~,!:r ·1-s too 
busy absorbing the vast impact of Made line·' s heave.nly ch8JQJ)er 
and the activities therein to be titillated by the disrobing 
and the following sexual activity. Nevertheless, Keats, the 
sensual lover, shows himself ii:i this scene leaving the reader 
to feel that the poet psychologically assumes Porphyro's role 
in an attempt to project hi.s desire· for Fanny. 
The dream sequence does, of course, help lift th-e 
poem to its state of greatness. · Madeline seeks a v·ision in 
,)' 
a dream, · and Porphyro seeks his real love. ·. The reader is 
led to expect a happy fulfillment of a traditional situation 
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·. and is. temporarily reassured by Porpbyro 's trans1 tion from 
his mortal! ty to the immortal! ty of Made line 1 .. s dream and, 
· hence, the success "·of h·ls endeavors. Yet the alert reader 
has been aware of. ra variety or unsettling c.ontrasts sprinkled. 
throughout the poem - cold-warm co·ntrasts, peace-war poss1-
b111 ties shown by Porphyro 's desire to see _Madeline and 
,,: 
avoid Maurice and Hildebrand, youth-age opposites, etc. 
These lend an unsettling air to the poem, and hence: 
But Madelinews partial awakening from the dream 1~ far from reassuringe In this almost deliberate 
variat·1-on of Adam's dream (vahe awoke and .fo~nd truth")~· she finds sight of Porphyro a Hpainful-change": the dream has proved to be more attractive than the 
reality o These are YVsad eyes 91 that now look at her, while those in her vision had been spiri tua.l and clearf0 o The figure n®xt. to he:r ·is, in comparison, 
"pallid..s, Chill vv ~ where are those n1ooks immo~.tal "? 
•• o But the finality of what ·has h.appene~ :t·s plain. 
"St. Agnes ·ri moon hath set~ ,v and the storm outside immediately rises o · Complet.ely awakening Madeline 
realizes her situation 0. · ( eeNo dream, alas I"; she is 
tt a decei VO Q thing 99 ; a· VVtrai tor· has broqght Porphyro here; what if he now forsakes her? vv) 5 3/ 
. While Porphy:ro reassures her, he 1·s not so powerful in his . 
attempt as one would wish because "the poem ends with no 
~ 
- warm, confident response from Madeline • • • • Nor is there 
any assurance that they [the two lovers] survivedo"·54/ · 
The frame of the love affair, the cold, hate, old 
-age and inevitable death, plays an_ important part in the 
development of the poem by isolating and· thus intensifying 
.. .. 
the affair-by making it seem more personal, warm, and sensual • 
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It also adds to the secretiveness or the love - the intensely 
. one-on-one affair, . one without outside intervention. Such 
' 
. . . ~ . ' 
-
---·-
~-- a desire- for secrecy was certainly manifested in ·Keats •s 
·': 
-
love for Fanny, and this inclttsion in the poem, I think, 
~ ... 
exempl1fies __ Keats's· whole attitude toward love. The· other 
aspect carried by the setting is the pervading feeling that. 
all cannot end well. The dreamer must awaken sometime, the 
mortal must inevitably face death, and the lovers could well 
fall out of love. Bate's point about the questionable 
survival of the lovers is well taken, and a query arises as 
to whether Keats's unveiled question about the -future of 
Porphyro and Madeline carries the veiled question or a similar 
I 
success of John Keats and love, particularly love.with Fanny 
Brawne. "The intense happiness- in love which Keats expressed 
in the romance of Porphyro and Madeline was, as he foreshadowed 
in the setting, transient and momentary."55/ 
What matters in The Eve of St. Agnes, as in all-Keats's 
othe.r_ work, is the poetiCintention at the frt:>nt of 
his mind which called up the wo!rdls and images from his 
memory= the felt emotionp the actual expeirience 9 the 
sense or reality ~hich he wished to expresso We can 
. only s ~mise his adventure ~11 tla Fanny Bra~ne £) though 
we kno~ something or the actual circumstances of these 
., . w~eks ~ from i,,1hich h® could not as yet disentangle his 
·feelings: the flfo~an fields ~nd tlri@ __ Christmas f~sti vi ties 
. ·'--- at Hampstead; his elde~ly companions and m.@di®wal sur-
roundings in Chi chest~~; th<a balfoque spl®ndour of 
Stansted and th® lf<emote quiet of B<!dhamptono And yet 
th·ese wery eircWB1stanceij of. tv~rmth an.d ©old. 9 youth and 
age~ sown<dl and silence£> ·a.11 count®rpointed a.gairnst each 
other, perfectly project the emotion he felt~at the 
unexpected birth_ of a new love in the ti,me or his sorrow 
.· __ ._J 
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·· atter ·Tom's death . . · . . In the·· authentic feeling 
or Qls first Dl8.Ster, this ls a "song ma.des~? lieu . ·- ... ·· of many ornament~.., in·· honour of his · love o vu-== 
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Whether The Eve or st o Ames is a good poem depends in the large pa.rt on the reader 0 s willilflgness to find in it a @Cirnsist~ncy · and uJni ty that m~y not in fact be thereo But ho~ever it is evaluated, it stands significantly at th~ beginning of Keats's 
single great cr~~ti ve yeaJr> D 1819 ~ and. it . serves to introduce a preoccupation · of all the major poems or t~e year~ that an individual ought1not to lose touch with the realiti<f:s Qf the world.21. 
The question which then arises is, What are, the 
"i-ea11t1es of the world" to Keats? The one reality bec~ming 
increasingly- obvious is his preoccupation with the concept 
of love. Certainly this concern is found in Endymion, and 
the question of love's effect on the individual is again 
found in The Eve of St. Agnes. 
In the game of lovej Keats knew that his identity was at stake and that disinterestedness was the 
required trumpo That he entered tbe .. lists in all seriousness when he m~t Fanny Brawne speaks for the Hone half of the witchw11 in him 9 the passionate side of hi~ nature, the natural antagonist of thought and '0the philosophic. mind o or1 It ,1as thi~ du~lf ty in his nat.ure CJ the duality of sensa.tiorn as opp'C:>sed to thought = that he s tru.ggledl tSi th througho-ut his adult life o The very fact that he had to struggle i~1what made love appear to him so 0~self°c..edestroying 0V oL 
Herein lies the dilemma of John Keats: How can a highly 
creative. poet not lose touch with "the re-ali ties of the 
world" when the same individual as a highly stimulated lover 
is urged to forget the realities and join a dream-like 
-~-e xis ten_ce • thus · destroying the urge for awareness?- It is · 
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· · this dilemma which will cause Keats to place himself -in 
self~imposed exile from June to October ~1819 in an attempt 
• 
to ignore the love and_ concentrate on poetry. Yet he fails 
' 
to realize that the period from mid-April to June, when he 
is constantly w.ith Fanny, is his· period or greatest poetic 
·Output. ·In any· case, ·the dileDD11a of love is strongly sug-
gested in The Eve of St. Agnes, and we must watch it develop. 
. After The Eve of Ste Agnes· came the Eve of St. Mark, 
---------
a frag~nt again- reflecting the medieval flavor, but one 
too muddled and incomplete to judge exactly where Keats 
intended it to go. Bate demonstrates that the most interest-
ing thing about the poem .is 1 ts stylisti·c advances ,22/ but he 
makes no comment about the role of the poem in the develop-
ment or Keats •s dilemma. Yet Murry does: "In the same tide 
of new inspiration .[that causing the composition of The Eve 
or St. Agnes] he wrote the fragment or The Eve or St. Mark. "60/ 
-
-
E. c. Pettet's comment adds to the general feeling that Fanny 
Brawne was certainly in Keats's mind when he wrote The Eve 
of Ste Mark: 
- -- ....,.,.__ 
In The Romantic Agony Mario Praz uses "La Belle-Dame Sans Merci" as the title of his chapter on the theme or Fatal Woman o Considering this 'thema in Keats's 
-poetry~ one 1$ tempted to Rossetti's surmise that The Eve of St o iliark o o o was intended to show . the 
remorse of a young girl for the suffering or mind, leading 1to death, that she had inflicted on her lover. ol 
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-. - !hese comment.a add. to rather than subtract- from the myate_ry 
-arising from this poem and, because the wo~k does not 
further our -unde.rstanding or Keats's dilemma, it is best 
-- left basically untouched. 
The period of Keats's poetic sterility trom the 
middle of February to the middle of April 'seems to have a 
varied set of causes, the greatest of which are Keats's-
_trustrating inability to cope with Hyperion and his lack of 
' interest in the shorter poems he .had just finished. Bate's 
~ 
. analysis of this period covers extens-1ve possibilities, and 
his dismissal of Keats's love as the major cause seems 
reasonable: "Any uncertainty he felt about Fanny Brawne 
was no greater than most love affairs show at the start. tt62/ 
One factor certainly affecting this stale period was his 
<" 
complete absorption in the concept of "disinterestedness". 
- Yet this ---reeling ought to be carxaied. to its highest pi t'ch, as there is no fea~ of its ever in.j uring ~ society ~ which it would do I fear pushed to an extremity=- For i~ wild nature the Hawk would loose his Br~akfast of Robins and the Robin his of Worms. The Lion must starve as well as the swallow-~- The greater part of Men mak~ their way from their pur-poses i the same aniMal eagerness as the Hatsk = 
. ···,.--. :, .. 
· -The Hawk wants a h\'late S) so doe·s the Man = look at 
:,,;, them both o They set about it and procure one 1-n the ~ue- manner. o o , o This it is that makes the 
.• 
.... 
..1 . . 
Amusements of Life~ to a speculative mindo I go among the Fi®lds and catch a glimpse of a stoat or a :fieldmouse peeping out of thee wi thcered grass -the creature hath a purpose an-d its eyes are bright 
-with it = I go amongst_ the buildings of a city and I see a Man hurrying along __ to 'What? The Creature·--~ has a purpose and his eyes are .bright with it. But 
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then as Wordsworth says, "we have all one human heart"· -there ·1·s an eclectic fire in hum.an nature tending to 
- pur·ify =· so that among these human creatures there is continually some birth of net1 heroism c:, the pity is th& t t01e must wonder at it; as tJe should, at finding -~ · efl. · pearl in rubbish Cl!) o . o o Even here though I myself am pursueing the same instinctive cQurse as the veri~st human animal you can think of· ·co I _ am however young writing at random ~·straining at particles of light in the midst of a great darkness ~ t~ithout knotring 
.the bearing of any one assertion of any on® opinion • 
. Yet may I not in this be free from sin? May there not be supe~ior beings amused with any graceful, though instinctive attitude· my mind may fall into o o o Though a quarrel in the streets is a thing to be hateds, the energies displayed in it are fine; the commonest Man shows a grace in his quarrel~ By a superior being our reasonings may take the same tone~ though erroneous they may be fine= This is the very thing in which con-sists poetry; and if so it is not ~o fine a thing as philosophy~ For the same reason that an eagle is not so fine a thing as a truth= Give me this credit~ Do you not think I strive= to know myself? Give me this credit - and you will not think that on my own account I repeat Milton's lines · 
"How charming is divine Philosophy Not harsh and crabbed as· dull rgols _suppose But musical as Appollo's luteo"_]/ 
The last passage especially is crucial. Th~ specula~ tion that "poetry is not so fine a thing as philosophy" is ,an :intrinsic part of the next .development~ of Keats's thought o It reflects the g:ir>cotsing conviction of one of the most consumxnat~ stylists in the history of poetry 
. that th~ impassioned exp~assion of @onc~ete ~~a~ity» however necessa~y i~ poetry~ is not by itself enough~ . 
. that po®try must justify its elf on still b1r><0ader grounds. 6 '4/ 
Keats explained in this passage the~~~ ui$dom ~hich enabled him to be~ with calm stoicism the naked and the' painful truths tihich h~ p~rcei ved in Jn@J.ture o This new· wisdom~ tvhich I ,,call empirical humanism, was an empirical developmen~ 7or his humanistic philosophy of negative capability.-2. 
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Wit~ this thought in· mind, Keats rapidly wrote the frag- · 
mented third book of Hyperion simply to e·l1m1nate the 
·,.,. : llllPleasant burden from his,, work. He knew that his Apollo, 
...... - . 
... · .··: · the· simpering flower child, could never replace the Ti tans ,.\ .• .,. . 
. ;,, ... 
in grandeur and that, as a result, the poem failed to be 
' 
•• , 
l justified on broader grounds than· "1-mpassioned expression" 
,of a concrete desire. 
When Dilke decided to leave Wentworth Place in 
April, Mrs. Brawne bought his half of the house~ Keats 
must have,. been disturbed by this happening be·cause "Only 
one thing seemed certain: he could not live. and work in . · 
peace with Fanny Brawne next door. n66/ Yet almost immediately 
after the Brawnes moved in came the beginning of Keats's .. 
greatest period of productivity. The new concept of 
-
"disinterestedness" is coupled with new emotional pangs, 
causes Keats to produce "As·' Hermes Once Took to his Feathers 
Light" almost immediately after his first dinner with the 
Brawnes in their new sur.r.q~dings. 
. ;, 
A sense of mysterious release and reunion is worked so delicately 1n these lines [ "As Hermes. Once Took to his Feathers Light"] that one hesitates to link them to &Rlf a©tual expt.erieneeo Still th®r@ &)re 
·strange cacho~s-in this sonnet~ of the calm beyond the despair Keats had. de~cribed in the Cave of Quietude -and th~ ?1armth of· love in Made lira® 0 s chilly r@om-9 and others far more remote Q) reeoileetions of a pale and beautiful tsoman found in a shadowy i1orld of fa.1th less loversf) of ·a -naffleless .. vvrair form99 to which he remained Joined in eru1dless mute satisf~ction o Some of these · overtonf!s cs.ill have sou.rndedl only faintly in Keats 9 s mind; but out of the wordless depths of feeling, the 
. dream must have spoken unmistakably to him of one 
-· ---· -~ 
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, 1· desire which he .had struggled months to deny • .. Fanny ,, Brawne had returned after her mysterious disappearance,. the hundred~eyedl t1orld. had bee1n1 lulled into heedles,- . ;:; . ness D and his long ttinte.r iias yielding to springo 0 7 
In this period Keats f~lt himself to be an unstable atom in a world or instabilityQ He ~as intensely conscious or the inseparable. relationship .of beauty .. · and decay, joy and sorrow, life and deatho Consider~ ing happiness to be mutable Md t:ransient si he 5§J!lged to enjoy love in its richest bloom and to dieo__l · 
Sl.ddenly the listlessness was gone and Keats was once again 
partaking of active. social 11·re as well as· almost insatiab.le 
composition. The sudden burst or activity could have been 
spurred by "his reprieve on a departure from Wentworth Place • . 
Evidently about this time Brown had decided not to let his 
house till the end of June, and evidently this change of 
plan,pleased Keats more than he wQuld admit. Whatever it 
was that roused him out of his depression, it also tapped 
a new spring of poetry. n69/ 
Love was the first problem to test Keats's stoical acceptance of life. On April 3 Dilke moved to Wesminster and leased his half of Wentworth Place to Mrso Brawneo And for nea~ly three monthS 9 ••• Keats and Fanny B~aw~e lived in adjoining houses which were under the same roof and in· the same garden. He expressed the g8Jiillut of emotions which this daily intimacy i1i th Mis~ Brawne aroused.- in him in the poems which he composed in .the latter half of April and in . · the lette~s which he wrote her in July and August, after he had left Went~o~th Placeo This daily inti-macy ~tirr.ed him above all into an ecstatic intensity or pass1on4 _ giving him on the wh.!)le more plea.sure than pain. 107 ~ 
. 
Yet in this new air of happiness anp revived poetic 
output, there also appeared dark over.:tones. Once again the 
.. financial problem rai~ed 1 ts head as Abbey refused to give. 
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Keats any money and the poet• as a result, was forced to 
withdraw his· last hundred pounds and think of giving up _. 
. poetry in favor of journalism and a livelihood. Also, Keats 
was worried about his sister's health~ His deceptively 
light-hearted admonition to Fanny refiects his fiar of the 
-, 
possible return of consumption, the. terrible family disease: 
"You must make up youf mind to get Stout this summer - indeed 
I have an idea we shall both be corpulent old folks with 
tripple chins and stumpy thumbs o "111 , At this time Keats also 
".) 
discovered the Amena·hoax that Charles Wells had played on 
his brother Tom and as a result was irrationally angry. 
From this discovery, his other various emotions, and Keats's 
"own dream encounter with a beautiful woman in a sorrowful 
world or p~le-lipped lovers nl1/ came La Belle Dame sans Merci. 
---- ---
The sources of the poem are varied, and Gittings 
best summarizes them and the overall effect of the poem. 
Wordsworth for the cadence of the poem, Coleridge for its nightma~e quality~ Spenser for its medieval setting, Burton ro~ the melancholy of> 1 ts hero 9 ·a11 contribute to, bUAt n.orrne account for the intensity and- underlying depth of a poem t"lhi~h b~ought Keats vs da:rcokest and most _ fundamental expe~iences to the svirfaeee Much can be 
attributed 'to his identificat.ion of t~e knight i1i th· Tom9 d~ceived by the false .AilThen~D deludadp as Ke~ts 
-·---:-"·beliewed 9 by tJells 0 s phantom ladyS) and b~trayed to deaths, the whol~ horror of that death recalled by find-ing Wells 9 s mocking let,t~rs o La Belle Dame is not, only Love but Death 9 and Keats is reliving vvon the pulses" Tom's deatho Yet sh® w&s also much more to Keats him-
self o . She was clearly connected Yr.ii th the dream of the Dante sonnet S) and with the eterlrlally tormented lovers ot- the Inferno o "·· o e • Speculation has been spent on 
whether the Lady is Fanny' Brawne, or even Isabella, but 
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she is ·more archetypal than that·. On the other 
hand$) the Jungian claim. that she represents the · 
· . "false'0 poetry, .from t1hich he .t1as now turning away 
-to~ards philosophy, is an·over~simplification too. She is$) t11hen. all li te1Pary hints · from other sources, 
when all the ~~cidental events of Keats 0s day~to-
day life are exhaustedv the1symbol of the eternal fusion of Love and De~tho 73 
What is incredibly clear in this poem is ·Keats's· 
linkage or love and death and the intensirication qr that 
jointure. He seriously questions whether love will corrupt 
,f!' and eventually cause the death of the Knight. He must have 
wondered whether his La Belle Dame was Fanny and if there . 
were any way to escape her •. 
Despi~e the obvious rererences to Tom's Amena affair, 
there is included the problem of: "the wasting power of love, ,,71.J/ 
which plagues Keats. Prettet aptly demonstrates the linkage 
of love and sleep in La Belle Dame; suggests -that it is a 
theme found in the earlier Endymion; further suggests that_ 
the sleep is a death wish; and then states that this linkage 
of love and death shows the "wasting power of love" o 75/ This 
linkage and1 1 ts f9ear "in no way invalidates his love for 
Fanny, for of course he was deeply_ in love·- with her; 1t· merely 
., · expresses those warring contrad1ct1-ons we have already traced 
in his attitude." 76/ Wilson Knight feels that Keats in La 
Belle Dame suggests there is ~'a potential hell within physical 
love. n 11 I This linkage is t;ra@ed back to the letter in which 
he makes the Julie:t~Charmian distinction,. so 1 t obviously is 
not a new ~bought. Yet the intensification ot 1 t and the. 
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· · tJ-equency with which it. suddenly reappears must obviously 
-be brought about by the ~~ep love ~or Fan~y. This love 
1s·one of the Beauties found \in Why Dia I Laugh? that ' . ---=o 
Keats wanted but realized· he could not completely gain. 
without Death. Hence., here is one of the forerunners of 
the love-death and beauty-death linkages round in the·great 
. 
. odes, particularly in Ode !!_!Nightingale, and in Bright 
· s·tar. Quite obviously then, Keats '}YS.i beginning to be 
worried about the destructive powers of love, particularly 
that which is physical or a; least sensual, while at the 
same t1m~ he was delighted by the_ elevating aspects of an 
ideally consummated love. 
There was a continuous struggle in his mind between sex-=passion and sex=antagonism. In his rebellious moments he regarded love as a possessive, enslaving, destructive passiono It restrained his personal liberty 9 ~e felts it separated him fr~m his friends, 
-it distraet~d him from his poetryo Me mu~t observe, however~ that lowe sp~rr~d him as well as cheeked him in the ecw1po~ition otpoeteyo It inspi~edl him (in some @ases pl<!Hm~aEAtly 9 ilnl other @a$es painfully) in the ©ompositio~ of som~ or his great~st poems -The Ewe of Sto Agnes~ The Ev@ of Sto Wa~k 9 Bright StarKana La B~lle dame sans mercio He composed his 1>great odesa'lso 1n8the period or his daily association wi~h Miss .Brawne. 7 / " 
·- -Thus his dileDDna and creativity grew stronger every day, and 
-it becomes easier to se.e the .confusion he felt about love and 
bis own poetic mission, which cause. him to- undergo _his self- . 
---
imposed exile in June 1819. It is unfortunate, however, that 
,, 
Keats_ lacked t~e crystal ball necessary to 'see. that his deci--
sion was \fl'ong and th.at Fanny, who also may well have been "a 
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destructive force to his poetry, was the· catalyst he needed· 
to write the great odes produced in the spring of 1819. 
I 
The period of May and June is the culmination of 
I• 
-· _, . 
· .... ·· Keats's poetic aJ~.hievement, and ther,e can be no question . 
l> 
that it is the result of the combining of love, which had 
many emotional ramifications; and "disinterestedness",· 
which led Keats into the realization that great poetry was 
the linkage of strong emotive presentation and philosophical 
truth·s. Only when this combination occurs did Keats fee1---~ 
that great poetry could be produced, and it is reasonable 
to assume such a state of creativity could be achieved in 
. ·· p,leasant 11 ving conditions - those conducive to composition. 
Quite obviously, the months·F·anny and Keats spent together 
! 
at Wentworth Place were a per·iod. stimulating· such contentment • 
., 
The two lovers daily share-d the garden, discussed many con-
cepts, .and generally grew to know and love onetanother. 
The resulting a.tmosphe~e put Keats into the mood necessary 
to prod.uc~ a tranquil! ty found in ·the odes. Apparently the 
resultant atmosphere triggered such a desire for composition 
that Keats had no time .to write letters or_ see many friends. 
Keats had now, within about three weeks, written 
~· four of the great lyric poems in English. Whatever he thQ.ught 
~ 
of· them (while composing them he was too p~eoceupied to write 
--letters, and·· immediately afterwards._.other matters suddenly 
became urgent), they were at least bringing back the habit .. 
or composition, and with it some of the confidence that had 
·'· 
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·· been so shaken during the previous months, though· th·e rise .. 
in confidence was not apparent for. a few weeks. Together, 
' these four odes came to 227 lines, well over half the 
length of one of the books of Hyperion; and of course it 
\ 
was to Hyperion, or to something like it, that he really 
wanted to turn.· Yet the thought of having to "strain my 
·· nerves at some grand Poem" so soon after being forced to 
put aside Hyperion also intimidated him. He would need 
time. Bu~ by the middle of May, time - at least for a 
few years - did not seem available.121 
'!-. ~ ... ' 
Although Keats had written what most critics con-
sider to be his finest poetry, he felt the period one or 
indolence. The odes he dismissed as dabblings in an attempt 
to find the key for the motivation and inspirati,on necessary· 
for a great epic. He ended the period wi~h the Ode on 
---
· ·1·n·d·o1ence , which he 
ended on a faint note of hope. "Farewell I" he 
told the phantoms of love, ambition and poetry, 
Farewell! I yet have visions for the night, 
And for the day faint visions there is store .• 
• • 
He still had hop~ of attai~ing some measure of: happ1n~$$ in loveo He was resolwing at this time ••• 
to composii poems 5) ~uch as Lamia!> t1hich the public would 
like. arrnd .. buy l) and plays 9 . s:uc~0,~ Otho the Great, which the public would pay to seeo ' ' 
· The ·pe,riod of indolence was. over, the lyrics ,were written, 
. 
/ 
· and- Keats was anxious to get on to larger things. -The tinan-
t ·. < . ' 
cial woes or both George, then ... in Kentucky losing half his 
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money, and himself almost forced Keats from poetry back to 
an occupation in which he could earn a living. In a letter 
t.o Miss Jeffry he states· his dilemma: 1 
I hawe the choice as it were of two Poisons (yet I ought not to call this a Poison) the.one is voyaging to and f~o~ India for a lew years; the other is leading. a fevrort1s· ·1·1re alone t:ith Poetry -This latter· W'ill suit me best C=1 for I cannot 
resolve to give up my Studies a ·• • Yes, I would rather conquer my, indolence and strain my nerves at some grand Poem - than be in a dunderheaded indlaman 
• • •· 81/ 
-
-
In a later letter to Miss Jeffry, Keats thanks her tor 
counseling against the India idea and comments on his finah~ 
e1al position by bitterly attacking the English for throwing 
their artists to the financial wolves.~/ 
Brown's plans to rent his house for the summer 
forced Keats to seek a summer residence, thus further 
upsetting him, and the recurrent sore throat was back, a 
factor causing him to delay a meeting with his sister.!!11 
Certainly his relationship.with Fanny added to his unrest 
by forcing Keats to feel that his love and his obedience 
, ... , ..... , ..... , ... ,,,,,.,.,_.,., 
. -to it were depriving him of his poetic creativity. His· 
desire to write a long, epic-like work also helped Keats 
,, 
analyze his position and decide to seek isolation in an 
.• 
attempt to avoid the 91 self--destroy1ng" love and retain his 
"artistic 1ntegri ty". Once again the dichotomy of love -
.;the senses of attraction and repplsionll/ began to. eat Keats, 
and he felt forced to leave Fanny in an attempt to write the 
poetry he . desired to c.ompose, a de.sire which was never to be 
. '' 
·-
l 
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.... I 
succ~ssful. Such an escape was immedi-ately necessary as 
Keats suddenly decided to gather .forces and publish once 
again in an attempt to alleviate his financial woes and 
. ' thus put himself in a position to offer marriage to Fanny. 
He might devote himself to writing for just a few more months 9 if he could mana.g.e it financially. 
· And in that case 9 he would try to put every other interest completely out of his mind-. ·This would include Fanny Brawne o • • ~ .. . 
. 
On June 27, Kea:ts left for the Isle ~-f Wight, 
fl 
where he was to remain in self-imposed exile until early 
·october in an attempt to produce the poetry necessary for 
publication and, hopefully, fin~ncial success. Quite obvi-
ously, the separation of the two lovers was painful, and 
words of some _lasting importance were spoken at t~at ~+me. 
Some time before the end of June, he had at last arrived at some sort of understanding with Fanny. This was far from a formal ·engagement; he still had too little to off~r Mrso Brawne for thato He regarded Fanny as free in a way that would have been unthinkable in an e~ngaged girl· at that time, and could even contemplate 0 th.e worst that can happen n = that is 9 she 1f!t fall in love with and accept someone else~ · I · 
Whatever the established relationship was, it was strong, 
and almost as soon as Keats ··landed on the Isle of Wight, 
he wrote Fanny the first of the many ~eeply emotional letters \' 
( he was to write her. It is through these letters that the 
1ntensi ty and anguish of this segm,nt of the ·1ove affair · 
comes to light. 
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· In the first letter,!11 that of July 1, 1819, 
there is Kea ts 's first re corded declaration of love : "The 
• 
· morning is the only proper time for me. to wr1 te to a 
Beautiful Girl- 11.1hom I love so much. 1188/ He rhapsodizes 
further, and no longer can there be any doubt that love 
had pervaded the air of Wentworth Place from· April through· 
June. 0 Yet there are two other aspe9ts of the letter which. 
produce an unsettled or negative air about the affair. 
I have never known any unalloy'd Happiness ·ror 
. many days together: t}!e death or sickness of some. one has always spoilt my hours= and now when none such troubles oppress me, it is you confess !ery hard that another sort of pain should ha:unt me o -Ask yourself my love whether you are not very cruel to haye1so entrammelled me, so destroyed my freedom.H9 
Even in his self i=imposed exile could Keats feel the pull 
of Fanny and did he fear her destructive influence upon 
his identity and hence his creativity. Even in his exile 
did_J,e find the problem he had deliberately run from, and 
1n thi~ discovery of the poison of love there is no balm 
produced by the pleasures of love. 
I 
-
Though I could centre my Happiness in you, I cannot expect you to engross your heart so-entirely -~ indeed if I thought you :relt as 
much for me as I do for you at· 'this moment I do not think I could restrain myself from seeing you aga17n tomorrow for the delight or. -· one embrace .90 
.. 
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Herein ·· li~s the fear that Keats loves Fanny more tha:n she _ 
,, .,.,,.,.,.,)·•·····~~":• 
-"~ him, and it is this remark plus the characteristic flirta-
tiousness which led Keats's friends and the pre-Lowell critics 
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to assume that the,. poet's jealousy· was j ust1r·1ed because · 
of Fanny's heartlessness. This line; however, reflects 
· more accurately Keats's remembrance of his mother's 
activities and his resulting latent fear of woman's incon-
·--.· 
stancy. Joanna Richardson feels that there was no reason 
< 
for Keats to feel that Fanny loved him less than he loved 
·her, and her claim is justified in the sense that the fear 
can be explained-away in terms of Keats's own background. 
~· 
Murry interp.rets this passage in a different and more com- · 
passionate light: 
'" 
He [Keats] felt, partly because of his deeply and rightly sensuous nature, partly because·of his inner warning that time might be very short, a devouring physical hunger for her~ which she did not or did not yet reciprocateo A long engagement would burn him upe Either he must get himself into a position wher7e he could marry her soon, or he must renounce her.91 
--.•' 
Keats's urgent need ror love, the attraction(and flirtatious-
ness ·of Fanny, his fear of woman's fickle nature, and the 
concept of "self .. destroying" love all appear in this highly · 
emotional-and chaotically organized letter. Just where the 
.. affai~ was 'headed is reflected in- the later letters. 
On Jul.y 8, Keats wrote Fanny an obvious answer to· 
a letter from her. What she said is reflected in his ecstati.c ... 
reply. He protests that he loves her as a whole person, not 
as an object of beauty, although he readily admits that 1£ 
~~e were not. beautif~l, he could not possibly love her. 
. Hoping ,that this declaration will convince her of a- complete . 
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, love, he continues : 
You say you are affraid I shall think y:_ou do not 
, , 0 tove me - in say~ng this you make me ache the more , 
- to be with youeU ~ 
-'-Quite .obviously, Fanny has told Kea~s that she loves him 
as much as he loves her, and Keats is -,cstat1c. · Temporarily 
, . 
his·-fears are gone and he continues-: 
I love you more in that I believe you have liked me for my own sake and for nothing else ... I have met 
with women whom I really think would like to be 
married to a Poem and to be given away by a novei.93/ 
Keats, the sufferer of an inferiority complex in the art of .,.,, 
love, was delighted that a woman, one whom he adored, could 
' love him as a man rather than-as a poet. He saw that she 
$ too had depth of character, and he realized that, as a 
result, she was worth lov·ing. "The· new realism in his life 
' included an honesty in his love affair, which she, brought 
up in the social habits of their time and class, may well 
•.'. .. 
__ ,__ 
have found disconcertingo"9lt/ With this newly found realism 
came also the urge to write. In a letter to J. H. Reynolds,95/ 
J{eats speaks~ of his progress on Otho the Great, his -and 
.Brown's hopes for theatrical success, and Lamia, a poem 
necessary for the completion or his volume to be published. · 
He speaks also of hopes for artistic success but mentions 
·~ th·at his broadened judgment will prepare him for and allow 
( 
him to cope with pos,sible failure. The agitation of' mind or 
11otivation for writing is obviously coupled with his love 
/ 
for Fanny and <l«sire to be financ·ially enough secure to marry "' 
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· · _ ~er. The poetic ·. urge had been. awakened by her, and at -
• 
·this point his sense.of critical awar~ness was sharpened. 
. • fl 
At the same time, Keats was disturbed with his writing 
because he felt .. v•that it was artistic hackwork which would 
,I 
.sell and be successful in one sense, and he was ashamed or 
the artistic compromise he had to make. 
I have three of four stories half done, but as I cannot ~rite ~or the mere sake or press, I am obliged. to 1e·t them progress or lie still as my fancy chooses o By Christmas ·pelrhaps they may appear 9 but I U not yet sure they ever ttill. T 'will be no better, for -Poems are as common as newspape~s and I do not see why it is a greater crime in me than in another to let the verses of an half~fledged brain tumble into the reading-rooms and drawing room windotfs o 96/ , 
This justi·fication for hack writing cannot be taken seri-" '\. 
''·1,. 
ously because or its blatantly defensive air, which strongly 
s1:1ggests that Keats himself did not· believe it. At any rate, I'~,. 
Keats.was writing rather .copiously and was, as a rest:tlt, 
fulfilling the purpose., ·o·r his self-imposed exile. 
.Ji Iri this same letter of July 15, to Fanny, Keats 
\ 
states that he has not-been well and adds that he had taken 
Fanny's last letter to ~ed tti th him, where 1 t had been 
' ,, ...• 
_damaged. He considers the harm an omen of their affair and 
ol'lce -agafn--stresses the agon:Y of love ~ather than 1 ts ··oppo-
-s~,te partner. The darkness. and foreboding, which .h.a.d plagued 
his life incessantly 9 w·ere again making their presence known. 
The inescapable agony of mortality round in Ode to a Night-
- --
ingale 1- hinted at in-this ·1etter, and it beckons to the 
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· 1ove-death -linkage found in the July 25 letter and in 
· Bright Star, which A~leen Ward convincingly shows to have 
been written at -the same time as this lettero21/ 
}! 
,r In the letter of July 25, Keats clearly speaks 
of the agonies of love, the rear that Fanny does not l·ove 
him so much as he loves her, the loss of his freedom as a 
result of that love, his own insecurity of bei~g an object 
· ~worthy of love, the l~inkage of death and love, and the .. ,:,'.~ . 
• 
4' fear that his poe-tic creativity is being absorbed by his 
love. Assuredly this letter .is not the product of an easy 
mind, nor is it the prod~ct of a naive lover living in the 
idyls oi romance. Keats in this letter is facing the 
dilemma of any ·thinking, sensitive man: does work come 
bet~re love and family or vice versa? At either poll, Keats 
1~ caught because the artist out of necessity is a selfish 
human bein·g, a person who must cater ,to his own whims in an 
attempt to keep the creativity flowing; yet Keats was a man 
who needed to find a mate with whom he could share his life, 
sacrifice himself_ tot and find salve in togetherness. 
!nevi tably Keats made the choice, al though 1 t was never 
fulfilled, of the mate because he was too much a feeling 
· person to ignore this bas 1 c urge • 
Although Bright Star was considered for many years 
to be Keats's final poem, the first draft wi~ indeed written 
in 1819. Each critic has his theory as to when in 1819 ·· the 
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· . sonnet was produced, and. I :find Aileen Ward's most· convinc-. 
-
.ing. There is no question, however, that the final version, 
which was· written on September 28, 1820; ,-when Keats was 
.. V CJ' 
sailing to Italy ,98/ is far superior to the first draft, 
produced on that lonely night when Keats was on the Isle of 
Wight. Through the many contrasts, the poem expresses the 
complete t-urmoil of Keats's mind on the subject of his 
romance. 
All the ··conflicts expressed 1~ his letter to Fanny -the passion which absorbed him against his will, the longing to be assured of her love yet untroubled by the anxieties of marriage co are projected and 
momentarily resolved in the imagery of the sonnet. The contrasts so precariously balanced in the odes -between the timeless but unreal perfection or art and· the time-~bound realizations of° life, between the 
unselfconscious joy of natural existence and the self==awareness of human experience = · ar.e repeated ·1n a key of passionate urgency and pushed toward a I 
. • synthesis of contradictionsj an eternal ·calm within perfect SenSUalityD the ideal MOMent Made actual. 
· Knowing hi,s desi~e was unattainable s, yet still driven by it~ K<!ats tried to resolve his dilemma not by finally submitting to the cla_ims of consciousness, as in the odes~ but by eluding them in• vision of death at the moment of supreme happinesso Yet metaphorically he did surmount his dilemma 1-n the0 first half of the 
sonnet, which cre,tes, in the imagination at -least, an eternal joy 021 
-
# ~ The eternal joy to Keats is "the-bliss of love [which] made 
him yearn. for· 'an immorality of passion' ·even though he did ' J 
· not yield to the illusion that such an immortality was 
·possible."lOO/ The· eternal Joy __ _Qr the "immortality of passion"· 
\~1. is possible .only in a "timele~s disinterested contemplation 
·or a tranquil unconscious beauty • • .• a state of being for 
\ ' 
which all his poetry·· had groped for an adequate ·symbol. ttlOl/ ~ 
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·. · Hence the star sits outside and watches ·the sea at work • 
• 
But the human being must become involved,· and so the ~ove 
toward unconsciousness.in the ideal is snapped with the 
realization that the human 1·s mortal. Thus he must become 
involved and the perfection ~ust remain.an ideal, touchable 
-
· only by· death. Here then, in an autobiographical sense, 
lies · the linkage·, of· death and·· love for .·Fanny. 
There are critics who, admitting the excellence of. the octet of the sonnet, frown upon its sestet. 
-They prefer not to have a t1oman' s breast juxtaposed with a star o Perhaps they have been too much in love with the dry light of reason to observe that Keats's , . . ·, 
. 
~ . sonnet~ like the closing sentence of a letter in which he addressed Fanny B:rawne as his nrair Star," is a prayero Probably the prayer carries no expecta-tion of fulfillmentS) but it is no less devout for thato To Keats thehheart's affections were not base but holyo They were worthy of recognition by the powers of universe. 
. . Somewhere out in the cosmic void is the steadfastness of the star; inside a specific mental cosmos is the desire for that steadfastnesso The star has splendor but is solitaryo The mind of the poet loves beauty but shuns lo~enesso The star is cold and inhuman, at once naturalistic and Christian (natureis o Q • Eremi tewv); the breast of a loved one ,is .. warm and intimate$) at once profane and. devout o The star ._is a symbo1----of light iihile 1 t exists in the midst of . darknesso There are light and darkness in the mental cosmos of a man; there are lo~e and deatho •• a The star, the night S),. the earth S) the 1 waters 5) and John Keats are all associated because therie iss, amid all their immeasu~able desolation~ a human mind to join them. It is only-this mind whichD by a conscious fiction, enables th.<a nonhuman uni verse to suspend its eternal indifference and momentarily to look tiith inte~est on the human drama e 0 o His deep-est intention is to present the irony, forever irreconcilable, of. d7es1re · ·· · 1111ml table, and reaehlet=is object of desire .102 . 
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inev~t,ble linkage_ in this . 
/ sonnet of it and death is one ·or the strongest statements 
·_ ever uttered. of his dilemma. - The forced exile -in an attempt_ 
to forget Fanny and write was obviously not following the -
• 
·' Q pre-sc:ription _. ~he ,rself--destructing love" was having a 
greater effect on Keats than he ever felt possible. 
The sonnet in fact implies ~ turning point in_ · Keats's own directio~o He had gone to Shanklin to write a volumei of poetry t1hose success ~sould make it pos~ible for him to marry Fanny Brawne; now he reali~ed he could accomplish this only by · 
-someho,1 stifling his passion for hero v11 You absorb me in spite of myself R 911 ha cried in his lettero In the sestet of the sonnet the human observer reappears and. a:t this the d:isinterested vision falterso. The object it contemplates, the breathing body of the beloved woman, is the one in all -the world most inimical to the vision; 1,n the relinquishm~nt which inevitably follows posse,sion 9 Keats could imagine no return to the sustaining reality of the concrete world ~uch as he found at the end of the odeso His momentary longing in May uvto cease upon the mid!Jlight with no pain 90 now seemed the logical completion or his des·tre o To surrender his longing for Fanny meant, in imagination at least 9 turning toward death; · rather than succumb to despair, he chose energyG103/ 
... - \ 
- During this period of July, Keats and Brown were 
d . 
- -hard at work on Otho the Great._ While Keats realized that 
the play was not particularly strong,-he became excited by 
1 t and put more of himself into.it. - r·nto Ludolph especially 
·"· 
went Keats's own -irrational and suppressed ro111antic feelings . 1041 
I leave this minute a scene in our Tragedy -and see you (think it not blasph~my) thro1J1gh the mist 
· of Plots speeches~ counterplot~ ~nd. counter -speeches = The Love,r is madder than I am c::i I am nothing to him~ he has a figµre like.the Statue of M~le.age1·· r an-d double distilled fire in hi.s . heart.l05 -
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Pettet' s · claim that the reverse ot what Keats says ·.1·s-
actually true is well-fourided.106/ · He shows that··· the plot · · 
and certainly Ludolph are colored by Keats's ·intense love_ 
for Fanny. He further supports his claim by citing ·examples 
of similar phrasings found in the play, in the letters• 
and in various poems or this July period. There seems to 
be 11 ttle po·int in elaborating his view because 1 t seems 
quite obvious. The pain of unsatisfied love, the jealousy 
Keats felt, and the imagined bliss of a fulfilled love are 
found here. The dilemnia Keats was trying to avoid was 
eve;rywhe~e. 
• 
The letter or August 5, 6, 1819, also reflects· 
that Fanny's answer to Keats's extremely intense letter Qf 
a week earlier was a standard, stylized, flirtatious note. 
The coldness and seriousness of this letter shows Ke,9:ts 's 
possible jealousy ove·r Fanny's dating other men, and by so 
doing reflects that there was no formal, binding· engagement 
between them. Gittings suggests that Fanny's social activi-
ties during this.period "added evident fuel to the holocaust 
of jealousy and destruction which Keats was now stoking for ·, 
the last act of Othoo ,,107/ Jealousy played a, major part in 
Keats 's 11 fe at -- this point, and· although the moti va'tion for 
it has u~uai1y been plac~d wrongly at Fanny's doorstep, it 
~as really Ke·ats 's ··own sense of inadequacy w}11ch caused it. 
Two oth-eJ' comments about Keats's jealousy need to be made: 
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First, there was no third party involved and -Keats "knew 
it -· his jealousy .:w~-~ or a more general nature.108/ ·second, 
The uncertainty so necessary to jealousy is often being reinforced by his oi1n divided att,1 t,ude tow·ard Fanny: reinforced. by an uneasy~ halfc,guilty·suspi-cion that, while h(! himself is struggling· against · 
·~1s affection for herS) she may possibly ·to® devoting· · at least a fraction of the same effort to question- ,_ 1ng her affection for, himo lrJe are the more tempted , to assume the presence, of . this common ·corollary of passionate love~ coirm1on, at leastD ~hen there is also a desperate effort to fulfill another aim within a very limited time = because of his tendency to . project on her other aspects of his own situation.109/ 
Again the agonies of love, the "selfc:>destructing19 portion 
of this emotion, find their way into his writing in Otho. 
On August 16 9 Keats wrote a brutal letter to Fanny: 
Believe in the first Letters I wrote you: I assure you I felt as I wrote= I could not write so now -The thousand.images I have had pass through my brain -my uneasy spirits= my unguess'd fate= all spread as a veil between me and you= Remember I have had no . l idle leisure to brood over you~ 'tis well perhaps I have not =- I could not have·.,· endured the throng of Jealousi<es that used to haunt me before I had plunged so deeply into imaginary interests .•.• My heart seems no~ made of ironellO/ 
Jealousy and the recognition that love and Fanny must be put 
out of his mind are the motives behind this .letter, which 
must have hurt Keat~1 -,as much as its recipient. Yet the hard-· ,, .· -- ) 
ness is __ cut by the last line: "O my love, your lips are grow-
·""'· ing sweet again to my fancy -· r· must forget them - Ever your 
;ffectio~ate."111/ Since Otho the Great was developing . . ~-
smoothly, Keats_ p~ssibly felt that he could be a successful 
• . ·J ' .. 
" 
.. popular writer, and he deliberately steeled himself against 
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Panny so that he could work to earn·. enough · to marry ·her.· 
. -:~·· 
·He mentions the 1mposs1b111 ty or seeing her, and the 
· correspondence breaks off. for about tour weeks. 
He tYas nqt resolving at this time, however, as he resol wed a month later, to· t1ean himself away· from hero He -wsa.s :resolving merely to forget her for 
· the present so· tha:t he could concentrate more 
· e rrecti vely up«:ln the composition of poems , by means 
• .i., .... , ........... ·- .• 
of which he hoped to retrieve his fort~nes and put h1•self in a position to marry her.112/ 
• 
. ~ . 
When the· letters do pick up, however, there is e_very indica-
tion that any attempt Keats made to temporarily eliminate 
Fanny from his conscience was a miserable failure. In fact; 
among other things, they reflect a degree of jealousy, 
stemming largely from Keats's inability to see Fanny. 
With the jealousy in Keats's mind, there was also, 
and primarily, the desire to write, to publish,and to marry. 
On top of all this came an incredible poetic flow, and Lamia, 
which Keats began before Otho the Great, was completed by 
September 5. Finney presents excellent groundwork for Keats's 
- composition of this poem by showing that the poet was in such 
a state or "defiant egotism", despair over money, in the 
throes of love, and in a period of creative __ flow .113/ As a 
result, the. poem reflects much about Keats, his theory or 
0 p-<>etry, and his desire for permanence. Yet, we look at only 
_on·e aspect .. his affair with Fanny. Ba.tes lists. a variety .. {\ 
of the biographical interp:reta,.tions which 'ttart at the relation 
,. 
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;•. '.l>ut by 'tnti time he gives this list, h,e ·has adequately 
shown tha·t the 'poem cannot' be reduced to such simple terms • . . ,: '~ ~ 
·,, ... , ... "<- . :, .. ;_. ·:,: 
.· 
He .1sD · of cou~se, quite right; yet it would be- both un- · 
.fortunate and incorrect to-ignore the role of Keats's 
• 
. affair because 1 t permeates the poem if in· no other manner 
than the love-death linkage. The desire .of a mortal to 
,. love an immortal, certainly a concept seen earlier in 
. ' Bt•ight Star, appears in Lamia, and just as the ·mortal lover 
fails to achieve his ideal of the immortal· lover in the 
sonnet, so does he in the longer work.ll5/ The world is such 
that the contrasts of good-evil, illusion-reality, and 
perfection-reality come to haunt the lovers in the poem just 
~~ as they plague Keats in his life. The love of Lycius and 
L.1m1a is doomed, and with its death must come al.so the death 
of the lovers involved. Certainly the melancholy Keats is 
playing with is greater than that found in Burton's Anatomy 
·of Mel.ancholy; it stems from life. This idea is carried -
by Ridley: . 
-
. It is surely significant that Sir Sidney Colvin, 
· who rates--· Lamia lo low, is also trying, so far as his dominant-honesty will permit him, to avert his 
_E!yes from the letters to Fanny Brat1ne o _ But if we are to ruunder$ taind Lamia 9 and to re ~li ze the gllll f across which ther~ was no path of retur~, which 
_ separates it from The Ev_e of St. Agnes, we must read those l®ttersorr67 
... This poem is about experie~ce in life, the awakening·to the 
realization that dreams· or illusion must be replaced by 
exis tenc·e in reality. Quite pointedly, Keats says that, it 
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one is unable to realize ·that his unrlatural ·or immortal 
wishes cannot be granted, then he must die. Lycius fails 
to· understand Lami.a, and Lamia fails to realjze ·the im-
. .. possibility or her desire to permanently regain human form. · · 
Apollonius sees through. the sham ot reality, and .hence he 
can live. He cannot be admired or liked, however, because I 
I he, unlike most mortals, has no yemm:ing for the unreachable. 
Unfortunately ·Keats, living in the reality of poverty and 
sickness, as well as unsure love, reache·d, but knew his 
attempt was \fruitless. 
• < 
Beneath Lycius's concept of ideal beauty found in 
Lamia is the unpleasant, the reality of the plaguing serpent. 
, .. 1 
This picture parallels the general tone and theme found in 
Keats's letters to Pa~ny, who plays the same role to Keats. 
While the eventual outcome of the two seems to be different 
-
in that Lamia· dies while Fanny 11 ves, marries, and has 
children, there is left open the probability that a major 
part of her died along wi·th Keats. Despite my 'last q~estion-
able conjecture, the role of false temptress is found in 
both/women, one fictional, one .real. / 
Lycius is bl:t.n.ded by an illusory future- - the chanee · 
·. to grasp imm.ortal, permanent beauty - and slowly but surely 
his ttorld must crumble so that he reaches the dilelflffla of 
-facing reality or· finding 1nev1 table death. .Keats too faced 
' --·r=-
such a dileDJIDa, but tt~ is couched in slightly different terms. 
• I 
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. ~ · The· illusion of a permane-nt beauty found jointly in the 
immortality of art and the happiness of a successful mortal 
-11.fe had to be shattered. Keats's fear of--his loss of ....... ~· ,#• -
-
ere a ti vi ty through love and his incredible need for love fJ 
showed that his immortal peace of mind could never be 
achie·ved. On top of this realization came the 1nd1gn1t1ee 
_of poor health and unhappy f1nanc1al'affa1rs to further 
- ~-
: ' . .-.-: ' 
' ' 
,, drive away the dreams of illusiono Unlike Lycius, Keats •• ' ,_._._.·.,·., .,·_,,., • .-.r'.:::.''.-
-~ 
.. 
...... _.,,.~-
could accept what he had to face, and pr~bably as a result 
he had a far less comfortable but more dramatic life and 
death than did his fictional counterpart. In this sense 
., comes. another of the autobio-graphical aspects within the 
play. 
Aileen Ward makes a worthwhife pertinent comment .iJ 
about autobiographical. data in Lamia. 
. " 
• 
Two unabashed 1·mages from Endymion describing sexual pleasure as feeding at the breast suggest the origin of the metaphor 9 ~hich also occurs in his l_etters to Fanny Brawne 9 ~hen Keats twice speaks of trying to wean himself fF°om he~o '!'his identificati<0n of f~od with love ·is rooted in our biological nature~ of course; but its con-· stant recur~ence in Keats vs poetry suggests that the· biological pro~eess had an u~usuall)v dl~ep signifieai'Ace t©r him o o · o Thi$ reeurrent. image sugg®st$ tfi@ eaF>ly fear o/f surrender to lov~, " · from which Keats had not yet successfully freed himself; and the resurgence of this fear must under:lie-the transformation. of the love feast that ~akes place b®twe~~ The Eve of Sto Agnes, 
wri"tten in the first confident flush of his love for Fanny Brawne, and the l~t®r poems s, produced in a period of intense anxiety and jealousya Love as Keats had once learned, is the prelude to 
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,,, death; .and .the deat:n_ following. the moment of possession, for which he longed in the Bright Star . 
sonnet, no~ seemed to him not so much the only assur-
ance of unchanging love he could imagine as the con-
... ._., \. ,' '. . , 
. seq.uenc~ or a love that is inevitably an illusion or·-betrayal o 117 / -
Yet this tantaltzingly biographical interpretation must be 
. handled carefully because the poem has broader ramifications·~ 
' 
' In fact~ Lamia is pe:rr>haps the most·consciously 
artistic or all Keats 0s productionj; he wa~ in 
.. control of the poemS) and if he used autobioc= · graphical details, it was in a much more delibetate · 
sense than these immediate explanations suggest. He himself judged that it was entirely free from 
what· he called.· 9'inexperience of life S) and simplicity 
of knowledge ova -In other 11ords, it looked at life, 
and not merely at- the limited area of his ot1n life · as a whole, with all its essential contrad1ctlons.i18/ 
... Keats was very pleased with Lamia~ but the exuberance 
, he felt in the September 5 letter to John Taylorll9/ was 
short-lived because on September 10, he-received bad_news \),./.. ' 
'" tro111 his brother a·eorge and had to go to London, where he 
" 
·.·· .could deal with Abbey.120/ He went imme,diately to London, 
' 
........ :,, 
'.······ 
b".ut in his spare time ,.,he did not go to see Fanny, and his 
letter to her on September 13 must have come as an unpleas-
ant surprise. 
l 
,. If I were to see you·today it would destroy the half=comfortable sullenness I enjoy at present into dot1nright perple"xi ties o I love -you too much to venture to HampsteadD I feel it is not paying a ·visitf) but venturing into, fira · o o o Knowing well that my life must be paJ~lsed in fatigue and trouble, 
·. I. have beern endeavoring to we.an myself from you: for to myself alone_ what can be much of,,,.~.:·misery? 
· ·--,As far as they regard myself 1· can despise1a11 · events: but I cannot cease to 10,ve you.121. . 
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Keats must have really been in a dilemma here 
. \ ~ .. ,,-.-
because he t-urned away from Fanny, the only source ot 
.• 
r::.-- . -
. ,, -~ - .. 
pleasU!'e he had. His financial· i1orld was crumbling about 
' I' 
him, and ~be he was simply afraid ~o see Fanny and.- falsely · 
build both their hopes toward marriage. Keat~ knew.·~hat ~ / 
with the wor·sening of his financial condition came also the 
i -· -:~~---
lessening of his chances for marriage. He once a-gain steeled 
himself against Fanny and toyed with the possibility of· 
beQoming a journalist and thus earn a living •. 
After an unsuccessful visit with Abbey, Keats 
·· returned to Winchester, where he tried to pick up the 
pieces. The landscape and weather were lovely, and from 
them he gained enough tranquility to write To Autumn, the 
d culmination of his endeavors in the odes. He also began 
• The Fall- ef_ Hyperion, which hopefully was to fulfill his 
- -- - ----------
. 
, great urge to write an epic. It dealt with the same 
,.--' r----' 
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•· 
philosophic problems round in Hyperion and Lamia, but by 
the time Keai;s began this work he was confused by the epic 
!i!'.• ' I form, worn out from poetic frustration, unhappy·._ as a result 
of his financial and amorous situations, and ill. The work, 
Which contain.s S0Dl~ great passages, was never f11)1Shed, and 
thus 1 t never fulfilled Keats us desire.. He struggled · 
-mightily through September, but in a letter to J. H. _ Reynolds 
on Se_ptember 21; he . says : C .. 
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I have given up Hyperion - There were t~o many Miltonic "inversions in it - Miltonic verses cannot be t1:ri tten but in an artful or rather artist Os · 
¢> . ·. 
- humou~o I wi~h to give myse1r· up to other sensations. English ought· to -be kept .UPo It may ~e ~nteresting. to you to pick out some lines from Hyperion and put 
~·a. mark X to the false beauty proceeding f'rom art, and one# to the true voice of feelingol22/, 
The ~xplanat1on avoided.numerous other and more essential complexitieso So much else was pressing, 
· him now. . What could he say? 
.. j 
-- - .. 
C, • He put the ·poem aside 9 apparently for good·. 
"There is a ef!rtain poignance in. hearing that, as. th~ winter approached, he sometimes took it out again o 0'In the evenings, at his ot1:n desire, n said Brown 9 Keats would go off alone to a nseparate si tting=room 9 n and there try to ''remode 1 111 H·yperion .-
. ~ a task his o~,n cr>i ti cal judgement ·had told him tf~S t'rui tless, or at least less valuable than making a new starto But by the winter o.1,f 181~, it was too late to make a fresh startol23 a 
. 
The problems Keats raced at this time are greatly _ 
: 'U 
re fleeted in the battery . of letters he wrote in late Septem-
ber. His failure to co;ntinue his quest of the Hyperion --
project is of lesser importance than hi$ search for an 
occupation to give him sustinence, a desire to publish, the 
. need to find a place - to 11 ve, increasing financial frustra-
tion, weaning himself, Brown, etc. 
At th~ beginning of October, Keats returned to 
• London and tri~d to live by himself. Bate conjectures that .~. 
at this time Keats grew progressively more 111 and h®lpless12J&/ 
and that he had to return to Hampstead, !fhere· he Oiilce again 
lived with Brown. One thing is sure: his self-imposed-exile 
from Fanny was overt and on October 10, Keats and Fanny became 
· engaged. ;, . 
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Keats eo~ld not keep away from he~ anY more. They 
met on October 10th. and. Fanny showed him plainly 
that to Toe parted from him had been pa:1:n to her. 
Her joy ~t seeing him again t#as so obvious and. so 
sincere that 1 t burned ai1ty in a. fl~me of rapture 
all his doubts and all ni·s resolutions o She tias 
: b·1s i1oman f)- and he t1t&s her man o I can imagine_ that 
Keats ~sent ·to.· ~venti1orth Place on that day '0to see. · 
Brown'v ·'? as ·one par·t · of him t1ould ~el.l himself ~ 
in order to take ®Lt1®,y the possessions and boo!.cs 
which were stored in B:rownis house: the rest of him . . 
. ~ went with a different purpose - to submit to the 
working of. the prophecy .125/ · 
'!'he engagement was not well received by Keats's· 
-\_~-
.... ;, ,' 
; 
circle, but 1 t was acknowledged as a thing to 11 ve with. 
"It is a qui·te settled thing betweeliil John Keats 
and Miss B;rawne 9 wv t1rote one of them 9 ·0 God ·help 
: them-o It Os a bad thing for themo The mother 
says she c~nnot prewerit it and that her only hope· is that it will go offo· He donvt like anyone to 
look at her or to ·speak to her A 6n1 This was the · general tome oJf their circle .1~ ·. 
. 
. 
Russe11127 / shows how Keats d.uring. the autumn of 
1819 gains a maturity or depth) of understanding of love and 
loses his naive idealization of women. His lov~, instead 
of transcending the real to reach the ideal, takes·· on the 
•O 
"' aspect of the destruction ot the lover through overabundance 
... 
of passion. This shift is paralleled with Keats's engagement 
.and subsequent _realization that he would. never be free· from 
pas.sion• · and, what '·S more, he· was a more fully develpped 
-~--~· 
__ ,_. 
. ' 
individual by · being thµs bound. Many of Keats's later letters ·· 
I' 
show t·his transformation, and we shall look at some. 
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. ·". ~ ·. W1 th · the engagement_ came an · 1rnmediate euphoria . . 
. / 
--tound in the letters of October 1.1 and 13 and in The ·nay ...... . 
. · ls Gone, .wr1 tt~n on October 10 .128/ 
I am 11 ving to day in yesterday:· I was in a com-plete .f.acination- al_l .day o I feel myself '7at your 
. _mercy o a o o I have had a thousand kisses, . for which r1i th my whole soul I thank love $ • • 129/ 
I must i~ite you a line or ttso and see if that will assist in dismissing you from my Mind for ever .. 
-so short a time~- - Upon my soul I can think of nothing else= The time is passed when I had power to advise and warn you against the unpromising morning of my Life - My Love has made me selfi_sh. I cannot exist without you .• • • 130/ 
. The day is gone, and all its sweets are gone! 
... ·' :...-,-
-Sweet voice, sweet lips, soft hand, and softer.breast, Wa~m breath, light '1htsper, tender ~emi-tone, Bright eyes, accomplish'd shape., and lang•rous waist! 
• • • 
But, as I've read love's missal th~ough toda!l/ He'll let me sleep, seeing I fast and pray._1_3_ 
(. 
•· 
I 
.Yet in these ramblings ,there are definite statements leading 
. back to the problems Keats has with Fanny.· .He is at her 
mercy; he no longer has the power to,resist her, and thus, 
___ ..,.,_,. 
_ _.,,-
. /" he no longer has the power to wipe her from his mind;(o.he. / 
a 
-.can create. In l.ieu of this train of thought, 1 t should not· 
be surprising t.o hear Keats only one week later say, 
' 
. ,f 
--~ .. 
I must impose chains upon myself c,. 1· shall be able to do nothing - I should like to cast the die for Love or . death ca I_ have no Patience with anything 
else •• " •. my_ I mi_ nd.,~s in a tremble J I cannot tell. wh.at I am wr1 ting.,_~_-132/ 
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. 
. The torment of August still rages.within. him even thQu.gh 
he has made the choice of mate over work. 
. ... . . 
. -
. "-·-·1 ·' ' • ..J __ :-., 
·:rs. ,. What can I do to drive away Remembrance from my ·eyes? 
• • • 
What can I do to kill 1 t and be tree 
,· In my old liberty? 
· How can he regain the poetic touch after the commitment of· ~ 
.l,. 
__ ..,, "I 
... _ .. _ _.. 
---i~··· 
himself to slavery under Ranny? 
...... ":".' 
How shall I do 
To_ ge,t _:. anew · 
. Those moulted feathers, and so mount once more Above 9 above . 
The reach of fluttering Love, 
arid make him cower lowly while I soar1133/ 
The answer to Keats 0 s plea is ·tha.t it was an impossibility. 
Love help~d him l,o,se the touch; but tubereulosi,s hit Keats 
with a vengeance and robbed him forever of happiness in love 
or poetry. Keats's career was finished, and he, who. had 
been trained in medicine and.who had nursed a mother ~nd 
younger brother in their fights against consumption, ~new 
. . . that he was finished. The despair set in, and he grew Jealous 
or Fanny only because he knew that he could never have her. 
As a result, he wrote some few p~ems, remarkable o~ly in 
tlleir anguish • 
.< 
-~. ,_, -
Who now, with· greedy looks, eat·s up my feast? What stare outfaces now my silver moon? Ah! keep that hand unravish'd at the least; 
·Let 9 let 9 the amorous burn -But 9 pr·rythee 9 do not turn The current of your heart from me so soop, O I save, in charity .. ~ · · . -• . The quickest. pul~e for me .134/ · ~ 
.',:, 
·" ' . 
.. 
. - .... __ ,,_ - . 
. 
' 
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. . 
. ,i ,, 
.. 
' . 
. 
\ 
•. 
·II,.'~ 
. ' l , 
I cry your mercy-pity-love! - aye, lovel 
-·~. . Merciful love that tantalizes no.t, 
· .. One-thoughted_s, never=i1a.nc}lering~ guileless love, Unmask'ds,. and -being seen v:Jithout a blot! ·. , 
.. O'I let. me have th®e t1hole = all=all ~ be mine 1135/ 
.I hes1·tate to quote "This 11 ving handvv simply because or 
1 ts questionable authorship. But, nevertheles·s, the point 
-is made. The, agonizing-ly jealous Keats begs for· a perfect, 
-- ... loyal mate. Yet the jealousy stems from his recogri1t·1on or ...... -· ... ;}:? 
., 
his own inadequacy, not a blame on Fanny's behavior. The 
hauntings of his mother and the old feelings of inferiority 
with women came back with a vengeance with the tuberc~losi~. 
Keats, not Fanny, was to blame for this renewed·· jealousy. 
Irf any case, ·· the old di lemma of poetry and love remained. 
There is another break in communication between 
. ' , Keats and Fanny, and 1 t is probably the result o~. ·increased 
illness and the everyday contact between the two lovers. · 
Although Keats tried to write,. he lacked the strength, con-,.~. 
viction, or desire to produce anything of note. King·Stephen 
' ( was never finished and Cap and Bells, while · amusing, is not 
worthy or much note. Certainly the winter of 18,19 was the 
beg~-~~~.11g of the last and bleakest s·egment of J{ea ts' s, life •. 
Murry, in. anextremely p,oign~t essay -.136/ .t-e:verse~ 
his earlier vituperative· ·attack on Fanny Brawne and shows 
that she was ·a very positive rorce·on Keats's lif.e. In so . 
. ,. doing, he ·c1~sely follows many of Keats 's letters ~ especially 
the later ·ones, tn an attempt to show that Keats was caused 
. . . 
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undue agony when h·e· ·was forcibly separated from Fanny· and· 
·sent to Italy., long after .. his chance .. of recovery was hope-
' . 
less. Murry's eventual claim is that whi.le Fanny may have . 
had detrimental effects on some of Keats's 1 p·oet~y, she was 
really the inspiration ~lhich enabled him to organize every- e 
thing 1n·h1s head and cause the creativity to flow. Thus, 
. 
. 
· if we were to assess her role, says Murry, we would have 
to say that the catalys~ function outweighs the negative 
aspects, which we ·cannot ignore, and· we are l.e.ft w1 th the 
idea -that, even though she caused Keats anguish, she was a 
definite boon to him and to the lovers or~ English poetry. 
-
This bitt'ersweet situat·ion is very apparent in the· 
final 29 letters from Keats to Fanny and his- final ietter 
to Mrs. Brawne,.; · On Thursday, Fe,bruary 3 ,. Keats coughed up 
blood and for the first time knew definitely that he was 
going to die.· When he is "confined to bed, his letters to 
v 
Fanny resume, and one can only surmise that they resume 
' 
. primarily becau~e Keats's friends, out or the best 1:nt~ntions ,· 
try to keep Fanny· from being a co~stant companion. These . 
letters reflect the whole gamut of Keats's attitude, toward 
Fanny .. , love, sickness, death,. and his own r-ailure. Certainly, 
· the dilemmas Keats felt from February 4, 1820, until his death 
..., 
:are found in these letters • 
. "' 
_·.:::-·· -
• • .• C 
The cons·clousness that you love me will make f· 
ple·asant prison ·or· the house next ·to -yours .13 I 
. _·J.' 
--·. 
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If illness makes such an agreeable ·variety· in the manner of your eyes I should wish you sometimes to 
. ·~ 
. be . 111 o e o o You must believe you shall s, you will · 
· th'iit I can do nothing say nothing· think nothing ·of~ yo'Vl Tout what has its. spring in the L~ve which 1Pas , •.. i :;, •. so long been mmy ple·asure and torment o· o o ~ I· assure -· .·· 
, 
f 
you. I felt it poss~~-1.e I might not survive1and at · that mome!fAt · tho't1ght of nothing but ·youol3H 
· 
0 
The love-death relationship is openly stated here, and at 
the p·o1nt of· death he sees his ultimate beauty, a conce,pt · 
--·- ··--·-· . 
round earlier in his poetry. 
~ In my present state of Health I. feel too much ? separated from you and. could almost speak to you in th,er words ot Lorenzo's Ghost to Isabella 
Your Beauty grows upon me and I feel 
· A greater love through all my essence steal 
My greatest torment since I have known you has been the fear of you being a little inclined to the Cressid; but that suspicion I dismiss utterly 
. : 
·and remain happy in the surety of your Love~ which. 1391 I assure you is as much a wonder to me as a delight.----
The old fear of inadequa~y once again appears·, but for the 
r1rst time it is coupled with peace of mind rather than 
jealousy. At last he is at rest on this account, but the 
tranq~tlity is-to·be short-lived. 
,: 
·· According to all appearances. I am to be separated from you as much as possible. HOtf? I shall be able .. to bear it 9 o~ ~h~ther it ~ill not be worse than your presence notJ · and then v I cannot te 11 o o • Let me Iao loYUge~ dl®tain you from going _ to Tot1n • • • You knotr our situation = what hope is there if I should be recovered11a-1r so soon • • • _ I wish I had even a~little hope. 
. 
-
The figh-t against the inevitable 18 ta~ing Keats to the 
breaking point. He releases Fanny, yet hates doing it. 
. . 
. ,., .... In another day, he· regroups his strengtb and goes back to 
d bis stan·dard line. 
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· I do · not think I could: bear tile· thought -of losing·· you.1-1/. · . . 
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L I -would fain that .you call me Love still.. To. ·see 
·. . 
. -- ··--
. ·. . ·-~- . ·you· h~ppy and. in high spir1 ts· is· .a great consolation 
., . 
.. 
-~·. 
'I. 
to me c:;J tStill. l~t me believ-e that you are not half r ... ,.~ 
so happy as my resto~~:tion ~could make you o . o o • 
My_ s~eet_ creature vr1hen I look back upon ;the pains 
and t10rments I have suffer O d for you _from the . a.ay 
--I lelft you t() go to the Isl@ of tiight; the ecstasies 
. ·· 1n t:hich l_ have pass 'd some days and the mmiseries in · 
their tQrns, I tn1~~der othe mor® at the Berauty tthich has· 
kept up the spell so fervently o ·• o o svrr I should 
die O v9 said I to myself s, "I have left no. immortal ·work 
behind me C) · nothing to malte ffllf , friend$ proud of my 
i,ie1tto1fy = b1t!t I have. lov O d tlh~ principle o·r beauty in 
all things, ~nd if. I had had t:t.me I ~ould have made 
myself r®member v do H Thoughts like these came very 
r~ebly t1hilst. I 4w's in hea1t·h and every pulse beat . . · 1 2 · for you e • • 
. 
This lett · has been used by critics to show that 
· Keats himself blames Fa r,- for her nefarious influence on 
his poetry. Quite on the- contrary, 1 t shows,- I think, his 
thanks to her for giving him a desire to have a love for 
beauty and life. .· The wish -to leave something worthy- is · 
made in a wistful and good sense - a desire to· create, with 
her help, something eternally beautiful. Such a wish is 
· · the highest· kind of praise. a man can bestow upon his lover. 
The power of your benediction is of not so weak a 
nature as to pass from the ring in four-and~twenty hours= it is like a ~acred C~alice once_-·consecrated 
and ever consecrate o 14 3/ -~ . _ 
Here is the religious air, the transferral of the affair 
from a sensual, human state to the ethereal, religious plain, 
as seen to a lesser degree in The Eye of St. Agnes. It is ~· 
.soon coupled with a desperate declaration: 
..,;· 
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. .. ' ' You fear, sometimes, I do not love you so much as· · JOJI wish? _ 'My dear Girl I love y9_u ever and e·ver--
-· ·--- with.cut reserve o . The more I ha.we known you ,the. more ha,r~ -I lov 0 do In every i1ay a:, erw.~n my j~alousies have been agonies of -Love, in . the hottes 't fit I · would 
~:!et:!:1if~7 ~ou. !have vex'd yOu too much. But . 
Here is the statement clearing all doubts about the continua-
.• 
. tion of his love .. work dile.mma. Once illness has f.orced hinf'" 
"':;.:~\ . 
\) from his work, he commits everything to. his ·master, Fanny • 
L Such· a love is not amusing or tr1f]4ng;,. 1 t. is deadly -serious: · 
and should be taken as such. .. 
' . . Perhaps on your. account I have imagined my illness 
· more serious than 1 t is: how horrid was the chance or slipping into the ground._instead of your arms -the d1fference11s amazing Love-Death must come at last ••• 145 
t,· ,~ 
The love-death linkage is ~till here but it ·is not consistent. 
; \ Love now has greater beauty · ahd appeal than death. 
' You could not step or move an eyelid but it would shoot to 1«ay heart ~··I am greedy of you = Do not think of any· thing but me o Do\ 1{10t 11 ve as if I was not existing S3 Do not forget me = 146/ . 
As Keats's heal th grew more hopeless j so grew his jealousy 
' " in the sense that he would lose Fanny to\\life and he could 
not bear the thought. Such unhappiness . is ·\~o be pi tied 
rather than berated •. Here speaks a lonely, s~ck man, who 
' 
< 
wishes only for his own heal.th and happin~.~-s •.. What unbearable ' . . "' «; 
-
. agony he earrieql He admits his state of mind in the ne,xt 
. \ -letter. 
I am sorry - at times I feel bitterly sorry' I eyer 
· made you unhappy - my excuse is that those words· have been wrung from me by the sharpness or my 
--,--· 
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tee lings • At all events and in any case ·I . have been . J 
:, . ,wrong; could I believe that I did it without any ·. · -· Cause 9 I should be the most sincere1,of Penitents.147/ 
I have been a 1t1alk this morning with a. book in my · hand, but as ustU1al I have been occupied with nothing but you: I -t1ish I could say in ~n agreeable manner. · · 
. I am tormented day and night o They tal.k of my going 
, to· Italy o 0Tis /certain I shall nert·~l° recover if I am to l;>e so long sep~rate from you o o o 148/· 
Murry uses th.is passage to·· attack Keats 9 s friends for. putting.·· 
the po.et under far breater agony than he ever deserved. He . 
is somewhat strong in· h·is attack, but 1JJj3 point is well m'1ae ~-
Keats· was forced to undergo tremendous mental torment for 
an attempt, which was tc;,o ·late, to save his life. His. near 
\ 
•+r,>. death ·was inevitable, and ·he would have been far bette-r off 
remaining in England, where he could, at least,, be with the 
person he loved. 
In the last letter Keats wrote to Fanny, he rei-ter-
at;ed his unhappiness • 
. ,, 
I wish you could invent some means-- to m~e me at · 
all happy· without yo.u . .. Every hour I am more and 
more concentrated in you; .. every thing else tastes like chaff in my Mou.tho I fee 1 it alDAos t impos-
sible to go to Italy Q:> ___ the fact is I cannot ~_.leave youS)· and shall never taste one minute us content 
until- it pleases chance to let0 . m~ live --With you for good e'" o o To be happy with you• seems ._such anb 
.imp_os~ibili ty I it requires a luckier Star than 
mine! it will never be.149/ 
The letter continues in desolation, a ~ood both understandab1.e 
-
. ' 
__ -~--,·· ., arid pitiable, and in general ·Keats· became !~singly- full 
of,'. despair ~s _his heal~h degenerated. In f~ct, · h~ can· no 
longe_r grasp the strength necessary to write ·Fanny, and so 
he writes her mother. 
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I dare not :fix my Mind upon Fanny, I have not dared 
- to think Qf her. The only comfort_ I_ have had that -
way· has been in thinking for hours togethe:r or having 
the knife s.he gave me put in a silver=case = the hair 
in· a Locket= and the Pocket Book in a gold net~ l 
Shor:3 her this. I dare -say no more - • • • My Love_ . 
again t 1o Fanny - • . • Good bye Fanny I god bless youol50 - .. . 
. ' . 
--
Yet he thought of her i_ncessantly, and those though.ts only 
__ increased his despair. He'~ finally reached the point that 
he -could n·o .longer bear to read her letters·, for they threw 
-him into even deeper agony by reminding him that what he 
I 
really wanted could never-be had. Such was his state of 
mind when he died on February 23, 1821. 
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In a large sense, I have ne_glected Fanny's sid~ 
.. 
' of the relationship, but I have done so deliberately only 
because I could not surpass· ~urry•s and Lowell's analyses 
' 
~ 
. of her growth from a r·11rtatious young girl to ~, fully 
devoted, loving woman. That she married in 1833 ·rurther 
proves that she was too vibrant a woman to sit in spinster-
hood. 
She was thinki~g of marriage, and no doubt desired to be married. What had been between her and Keats ' . ' belonged to another life s, frozen in the irrevocable past--; living still in her memory" and (if Fanny could have her way) her memory alone. She now had another 
. 11:re ·to leadlol51/ . 
The -··1nevi table conclusion to be drawn about the 
love between Keats and Fanny is that 1 t is path,etic in 1 ts 
outcome, strong and fully enveloping in its life, and more 
.. 
' -. ~-be n e f 1 c 1 al than detrimental to~Keats's poetry. Even though 
Fanny distracted Keats, sometimes to the point -or fury, she· 
·inspired him. She acted as the catalyst necessary to trigger -
,·, that incredibly fertile spring of 1819. She taught him how 
to. _a_vercome his fear or women and experience 11·re, thereby 
openi:~ _{. doors of life and allowing t}).e_ great poetic 
vi ty to es cape • 
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from Washington .and .Jeff~r·~op Co,l.lege:. in Washirngton, Penr~:sylvanf.-~, 
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